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a. This Manual was prepared to aid the Missions in obtaining
 

better water-well construction. It is designed to furnish step-by-step
 

instructions in preparing well-drilling specifications, supervising well

drilling work and preparing completion and evaluation reports. There
 

are no other AID published criteria, or standards available for reference
 

in compiling and preparing well drilling, sampling, developing, testing,
 

records and reports.
 

b. The information contained herein has been prepared to guide
 

the ground water engineers engaged in water well exploration and con

struction within the Agency for International Development. The infor

mation in this Manual should not be misconstrued to allow the inexperienced
 

inspector or engineer to make design analyses for well, screens, certify
 

completeness of developing, or evaluate the results of pumping tests.
 

The manual consists of twelve paragraphs on general aspects of water
 

well drilling work. Details are included in four appendices. Various
 

limitations, standards and guides have been carefully seleced and developed.
 

The guides and standards are not hard and fixed laws but reasonable limits
 

furnished for liberal interpretation by experienced personnel.
 

c. It is the desire of AID/W that full information from all
 

aquifers that appear to require artificial (sand) packing be forwarded
 

to the AID/W for independent concurrence before completing che design
 

and selection of well screens. For design, and selection of any well.
 

screen, it is necessary to know, the gradation analysis for the water

bearing layers (each foot of aquii r is preferable), have a detailed log
 

showing the materials above and below the aquifers and knowledge of
 

hydrostatics of che aquifers based on bailing-tests.
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d. It is also the desirei of AID/W thaL upofi competion of pump

testing work and accentance of the, w(]l, a full renort on the construction 

of the well, similar to the outline and report-form given in Paragraph 11 

of this Manual, b, prepare.d and forwardd to AID/W fcr information and 

review. It i Kvnd-d that copies of Wh report, complete with an 

engineering appraisal of -ht well and full operating instructions be 

furnished to the Miss io. for records and guidance. 

2. GENERAL
 

a. Successfaw wells can be obtained by a combination of two 

efforts; (1) a careful review of the qualifications of the prospective 

drilling contractors in order to select those companies with proven 

ability; and (2) th- furut.shing of impartial technical sup,,rvision 

(trained anl ,xperi':nced rrosd.wat r ngine, rs and guohydrologists) to 

observe, measure and ru:cord w,:l con:-truction operat, on; and prepare 

reports that will L:valtat. structur,.th: finishd 

b. Standarc Cside Specifications for Construction of Water 

Wells, and for furnihi.g 'ngLnering Supt rvision of Wate'r-Well Con

struction, aru givwn in Jice: 9 an.d ih adapting these specifi2pp l. 

cations to an,, projtct., th form and phraseology must b,: Chang-1 as 

necessary to properl. -p-:vih: work eorn!mpiatu.. A .-eparal,( unit 

price schedule is generali. mae- for each , .hether tL.xploratory or 

permanent, thM. is to be:ons trusted. Identification of each well 

should be shown using both Sch-hJ.ule ars W-l11 No., for xample; 

Schedule A, Well 'o. I, Sch ,,tcole B. W-1.l No. 2. 

c. Copi>:_ o .f S.Ciications and bidding doctuments willall 

be reviewed and arrovf d b%, AID/W pr or to alvertising. 

d. Upon compifion of the .ztirg work in each successful 

water-well, a report will be prepared which will co:..pletely evaluate 
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the well and record the drilling and testing data for future reference.
 

Copies of the report will be furnished to the Mission and AID/W for
 

information and guidance.
 

e. It is Dot
possible to set standards for the construction
 

of' all water-wells. For example, a well built to produce 20gpm for a
 

remote site will nct be constructed to the same precise standards as a 

well built at a permane-nt installation where more than a thousand gallons 

per minute are requi.-md. The foilowing genral limitations are given 

for guidance in constructing the av(rage well: 

(.1) Th2 siree-i.-opening capacities for wells built in
 

alluvial (clastic) deposits shall not 
be great er than that shown in
 

Tatcle 2.
 

(2) The permanent pumping rate shall not exceed one-half 

the ultimate potential yield of the well. 

(3) After surging and develo!ring, the amount of sand or 

sediment raised shall b,: less then one gram for each 1,000 gallons of 

water pumped. The testzs mst inclide sev,.:'al n-riods -f pump-cycling, 

and t-he pimping rat"-, during the cycling, snall result in at least 50 

per cent Jrawdown of th., total pott, ial 'daer colua,Y or twice, the 

antici1pated purmping rate, whichve-r i, aipplicable. 'Te quantity of 

sand and silt, if any, can b(. determined by puping into a large tank 

tiat contains a system or set of baffles located to trap fine-grained 

material. 

(4) The turbidity of' the water (after surging and sand 

extraction) shall be less than five (5) ppm on the silica scale as 

described in "Standard Methods for the Exa-mination of Water arid Sewage," 

A.P.H.A. and A,,W.W.A. a.nd referred tn it: A.S.T.M specifications D 859-55T. 

5) The pr ,.sumptive coliform organism count shall be less 

than one per cent in all of the standarl ten-millite;- portions planted in 
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lactose broth. If the count is more than one per cent, a full examination 

should bL, mad, to diff,. rentiate th, pathogenic organisms. 

(6) If chcmical aralysis (partial) on samples of water 

from the well(s) shows that the wat ,r does not meet the standards set 

forth in Paragraph 10 (b), war r.atment facilities must be provided 

to the release of th.: project by the Contractor. 

3. 	 RESPONSIBILI-Y 

-. At L-ast one. trained and experienced technical person 

(referr,;d to hc'einaft<:r as "Ground-Water Engineer") will be responsibl 

for all water-w.,ell construction work in tach Mission. The Ground-Water 

Engineer should be a Geologist or Engineer qualified by virtue of education,
 

training and experience. It will be the Ground-Water Engineer's responsi

bility/ to:
 

(i) Program all test-wel]. and permanent water w2ll drilling, 

(and associated technical supervision, when this part of the work is done
 

by architect-engin r service contrast). 

(-) Pre~pare, or fdiL :pcifiation , plans and bidding 

documents for drilling work, anal1,y:', bids and recommend drilling con

tractors, and maintain l.sts of compr tent companis-s with ad,:quato equip

ment and know-how. 

(3) Interpret the intent of specifications and coordinate 

all sampling and testi.g work a zh h, contractor, 

(4) Provi ie continouj rofe, sional. enginering repre

sentation during drilling wosk to obtain, classify and log (in accordance 

with standards seot Lorth is this Yanual. all mate.rials r, covered during 

exploratory drilling work, 

(5) S:lctth; well screens to best fit aquifer conditions 

and determine- the position in the well that wi.ll yield efficiently the 

maximum amount of water. 



(6) Supervise installation of well screens ajd coordinate 

surging and developing operations with contractors. 

(7) Supervise, or provide qualified personnel to observe,
 

measure and report pump-testing work.
 

(8) Supervise, or provide qualified personnel to prepare 

final well-evaluation reports in accordance with paragraph 11 of this 

Manual. 

b. In the absence of other information and instructions, and
 

after receipt of this Manual, the following policies and regualtions shall
 

apply for all wells drilled.
 

(1) Modern, industrial type water wells using well screens
 

designed to fit the particular aquifer conditions shall be specified.
 

Wells using perforated or slotted casing will not be designed or con

structed without prior written approval of AID/W. Open-pit shallow 

wells will not be derignt d o.- constructed without the prior written 

approval of AID/W.
 

(2) All permanent water 	wells in plastic materials shall
 

be complete!, .surged and developed prior to pump testing, using techniques 

and methods similar and e-qual ii all respLcts to those descriled in 

Bulletin No. 1033, "Tht2 Principles and Practical Methods o1 Iveloping 

Water W':lls" by Edward E. Johnson, Inc. and as de.-;cribed in Paragraph 8. 

(3) Aiti1i,-: al packed wt lls, will not be designed or con

structed in aquife-rs where D0 per1" cfnt or more- of the total nmber of 

particl's are 0.25 millimeters or coarser in size. See Plates 5, A & B. 

Designs for artificial packe-d wells will be submitted to AID/W for approval 

prior to installing w,-l! screen, and will include log of aquifer and 

gradation anal-si- (No. 20 si'uv'w siz, 'I fner sizes) for each foot of 

material for the aquifer under conside:oration. 

(4) 	 No well drilling, samlpling or testing work shall be 
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done without continuous technical supervision.* 

(5) A complete report, prepared in accordance vith the
 

instructions and outline of this Manual shall be compiled for each well
 

drilled and. accepted by the Supervising Engineer. 

c. Responsibilities for test hole and permanent water-well 

construction work (including all ground-water development and water 

supply facilities) will be under the direct supervision of' the Supervising 

Engineer. 

4. CONSTRUCTION OF WATER WEL=S 

a. A lessir'pcion of various kinds of water-wells can be found 

in the Bibliographi references in U.S.G.S. Water Supply Paper 257, "Well 

Drilling Mfatiods"; a.,d i. U.S. Dpartment of Agriculture Circular 546, 

"Putting Down and Dw~loping We'lls for Irrigation." 

b. Some w<.ils ur, sunstructed to allow., all the water to enter 

through the bottom end of the well pipe,without using a screen or strainer. 

In coarse gravel or cobble formatio;., this arrangement cura work satisfac

torily for a time, especially for small capacit,, pumps. But in wells 

where sand is pres n this arrang,.m-ent is impropur because the flow of 

water gradually disrupts h- watr-bearng l'ormation snd s;and damages 

the pump. Fraqs . , tempts are mude to build a cheap water well by 

using perforated casinFg that sonsist of pipe drilled .;ith small holes 

or cut slots. In some instances, an attempt is made, to g,et a satisfactory 

well by covering the perforated pipe w th :rs , or gr:,vr zd iron gauze, 

but this make-shift arragCm, nt, r,,tards h, flow of water and increases 

.the possibility of corrosion aus dis,. imiiar m tal.: are! used. The 

results of all these aftempts up mos'. !ni9, ni -ii ,i. iat.'ifastor,'. 

*NOTE: Technical psv.: o - Lo0T1 (2::.0 !-a:'.'igu' rg 7 

control by qualifii :.,, riused personnel± in the: logging, 
sampling, testing, evaluating and daily shift reporting 
operations."
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c. There are no clearly defined and accepted standards for
 

water-well construction work. The quality of results depends in large
 

measure on the class of equipment used, the training and previous
 

experience of the driller (and ground-water engineer or other technical 

personnel supevising the work) and uniformity of subsurface conditions. 

The guide specifications and technical instructions furnished herein
 

have been prepared on the basis that the Contracting Officer, or his
 

representative the Engineer, will exercise continuous supervision over
 

well drilling work. This supervision starts with review of the qualifi

cations of the drillers and ends with the well-acceptance pump test.
 

Appendix Four Page gives USAID personnel guidance in what is considered
 

good well construction and some standards to check by.
 

d. There is generally no difficulty in getting straight holes,
 

properly cased to depths of 200 feet or less. Below this depth, alignment
 

and casing joints have to be more carefully checked. Deep-well turbine
 

pumps installed in crooked holes will operate inefficiently and eventually
 

give trouble. Actual drilling operations should not concern the ground

water engineer or inspector, if the provisions and intent of the Specifi

cations for Construction of Water-Wells are closely followed. It is
 

intended that the ability of the contractor to satisfactorily do the
 

work be proven, in so far as possible, prior to starting by including
 

the paragraph in the job specifications entitled: "Qualifications of
 

the Contractor."
 

e. The following l4 st of items selected from the standard
 

Guide Specifications for Construction of Water Wells, Appendix 2, are
 

among those that should be checked with the contractor and approved in
 

writing by the Contracting Officer prior to the initiation of drilling
 

work: 

(1) A list of the number of pieces, outside diameter and 
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size of' openirvr inl(et (slot) for well screens (esrainers) that will be 

furnished by the Contractor for testing purposes with date screens will
 

be delivered to the job site. The Contractor should furnish a detailed
 

description how he proposes to install the screens. This list of various
 

sizes of screen openings (slot) can be stocked by the Contractor in order
 

to have screens available and 91oid delays in ordering and shipping after
 

drilling has started. In general the pullback or standard system of
 

well construction should be specified in preference to any other method. 

(2) Tlehmethod the Contractor proposes to use for aquifer

sampling, the kind of rampling equipment to be used, and frequency of
 

sampling, e,peciall.y th, method to be used to recover the fine-grained
 

materials (silt and clay) in the aquifers., transportation and storage 

of samples, final disposition of sampl(.s and other items required by 

the paragraph in the: Guide: Specifications entitled: "Samples and Records." 

(3) A corrip7.ete description of the steps the Con-tractor 

will use to surge and develop the well and remove the sand, to meet the 

standards set forth in Paragraph 2, "GENERAL." 

(4) A detaild plan an!d sche dule for pump-testing, 

including information on equipment. eupaitiji.2 rates, metering and 

gaging devices, disposal of pumpe;d water ana s imilar requirements. 

(5) Appersnis Four, Geies of !nspection on Water Well 

Construction, describ1s the. ohcer features of the work to be checked 

before and during sampling and testing operations. 

f. The srostnd-water enginee:r pr,:paring the job specifications 

should make sure thLL all niata on geology and hydrology available to the 

Mission from previous investigation: -'! m!::Ale- av-ailable to the Contractc

in the paragraphs of the Gui, Sp, :1icion: ent.itled: "General" and 

"Locations." Particular eff'ort s Iolh,: made to 6ry to anticipate, and 

include in the specifications-, provisions for dealing with problems that 

might arise during the construction work, such as: the possibility of 



dry holes, rock drilling, disposal of pumped water, real estate action
 

and clearances, accessibility to site during wet weather, delays caused
 

by the Contracting Officer and similar impeding and costly factors.
 

g. The Guide Specifications given in Appendix 2 will have
 

to be adapted to each well drilling project. The specifications were
 

prepared for wells in unconsolidated clastic sediments and must be
 

materially changed for rock wells. The provisions for well screens
 

will probably not be required, for example, in most rock-wells; however,
 

the type of rock and its structural conditions should be thoroughly
 

explored before this provision is deleted. One satisfactory way to
 

advertise for exploratory well drilling where there are many unknown
 

factors is to provide for optional bid items and indicate in the speci

fications that because of the unknown factors involved this method of
 

advertising is necessary and the decision as to application is reserved
 

to the Contracting Officer.
 

h. Guide Specifications for Engineering Supervision of Water-


Well Construction Work, Appendix 3, Page include most of the important
 

technical aspects of well construction that are to be observed and reported,
 

whether by Government personnel or by engineer service contract. The
 

engineer supervisor, ground-water engin er and other Government personnel
 

should never act as drilling superintendents or give instructions to the
 

Contractor as to how he should drill the well. Engineering supervision
 

should be limited to observing and reporting operations, and recording
 

tests such as: alignment, welding, sampling, pumping and the like.
 

i. The size of the well to be constructed is usually based
 

upon the quantity of water required. It is wise practice to first
 

determine what diameter of well would be necessary for installtion
 

of a pump of proper size to deliver the maximum required amount of
 

water with best pumping efficiency. A commonly accepted practice is
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to specify the next, !argrsze of' well at the pump level. than the diameter 

of the pump bowls required to produce the maximum -amount of water desired. 

As a general rule, it is better to design for two or more wells whenever 

the quantity required from one well exceeds 500 gallons per minute in 

coarse-grained aquifers and 300 gallons per minute in fine-grained aquifers. 

This figure will vary for each individual area depending on the permeability 

of the aouifers, available land, expected life of project, radius of influence 

and other factors. 

j. In the absence of other criteria, it is well to anticipate 

future expansion for all projects and water wells should be designed and 

constructed to produce two or more times the current requirements. In 

other words, wells shoUld b, constructed to yield all the potential water 

available in the ground that can be economically and efficiently recovered 

without materiall/ changing the drawdown in adjoining wells, inducing 

salt-water encroaca-nentt or causing similar hydrological factors. 

k. Water well drilling normally includes exploratory or 

test holes to locate and test all potential water-bearing beds (aquifers) 

underlying the surface of the! ground. Thl.; i the first order of business 

in well construction work in unxplored ,reas or in arcas where reliablea 

test-drilling has not been previo.,-l.y accomplished. Generally speaking 

and depending upon the quantities of wa, er vquired, the programming of 

test wells hould be done to anwtvr the following ques,-tions: 

(1) How many aquifers 	 are present underlying the surface 

of the ground?
 

(2) What are their depths; top and bottom of each aquifer? 

(3) What are their potential quantities and qualities? 

(4) What are the physical properties of the water bearing 

layers? 

(5) 	What are the hydraulic characteristics of the aquifers? 
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(6) What is the practical and economical depth-limit
 

to investigate, based on the geological conditions present in the region
 

and the projected water supply requirements?
 

1. Test wells or test holes do not differ materially from
 

permanent wells except that they are smaller. The term pilot hole applies
 

to a smaller test hole that is drilled below and before the main well to
 

locate aquifers and for reconnaissance sampling and logging purposes. The
 

selection of screen sizes and final well design is best based on samples
 

taken from the larger-size permanent well rather than from a test or pilot
 

hole. If samples from the pilot or test hole are used for design, then
 

the design should be checked by close sampling and logging in the per

manent well. Test wells, when successful, are generally converted to
 

permanent wells by reaming to a larger diameter and installing a permanent
 

screen. Test wells are drilled to locate positions for permanent wells,
 

to determine whether a site will yield the required quantity of water
 

and investigate the general ground-water conditions in the area. The test
 

well can frequently be used later as an observation well to measure the
 

radius of drawdown-influence whem pumping the permanent water well.
 

Observation wells are built to measure the static level, rate of drawdown
 

and recovery n the water-table when pump testing a nearby well. From
 

these measurements it is possible to determine the hydraulic characteristics
 

of aquifers; coefficient of permeability, coefficient of transmissibility
 

and coefficient of storage. The spacing of observation well, should be
 

based upon geological and hydrological information. In general, from two to
 

four observation wells, located ca a line through the discharge wells are
 

usually constructed upgradienL from the well and an e(al number constructed
 

on the same line down-gradi.t . The distance from the discharge well to
 

each up-gradient observation well should be equal to the distance from the
 

discharge well to a corresponding down-gradient observation well.
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m. In wti,.:olL; costructed in elastic sediments, an envelope 

of uniformly graded, relatively coarse sand and gravel surrounding the well
 

screen is generally provided in one of two ways, referred to as "sand
 

packing" or "gravel packing." A naturally-developed "gravel" envelope can 

be produced by removing the fine sand and silt from the water-bearing beds
 

(aquifer) thru the well screen openings by surging and bailing. An artificial 

packed (gravel wall ) envelope can be provided by drilling the well somewhat 

larger than the well screen, centering the screen in the hole end then filling 

the annular space around the screen with properly sclected s-and to fit the 

gradation of the aquifer soils. The materials used for the artificial 

envelope must b,_, calrefully sized in relation to the grading of the water

bearing formation in order to function properly. Plates 5A and 5B show 

the ste-os in selecting &.i artificial pack. In either of the two methods 

of well construction in elastic sediments, the important ,enefit of the sand 

and gravel envelop _ is to increase tne effective diameter of the well. Also, 

if either type of well is correctly designed, using the grading of the aquifer 

materials as the starting point, proper development will usually insure a 

sand free well. When samples from the test well are found to be extremely 

fine-grained throughout and the size of 80 per ent or more of the particles 

is less than 0.254 millimeters, an artificial ptck is indi,,ated. The 

selection of the proper pack-size, thickness of pack and screen inlet 

opening (slot) should be based on privious experience. Plates No. 5A and 

5B show screen inlet and pack gradation foruniformly graded, well graded and
 

poorly graded aquifers. Meditm and coarse grained sand within the gradation 

limits shown on Plates iO. 5A and 5B will saTisff practically all aquifer 

conditions requiring an artificial pack. fere follows a discussion on tre 

steps involved in designing., and eonstructing artifical-packed wells. Most 

of the apply equally well to wells.steps vitral-palc 

(1) Sample carEfully each foot of the water-bearing material 



and measure depth to the top and bottom of each zone sampled. The amount 

of fine-grained silt and clay in the aquifer is most important and must be 

recovered and measured, or carefully estimated, if a true representation of 

the aquifer is to be obtained. When fine-grained soil is washed away in
 

rotary and reverse-circulation drilling, or when the soil is not collected
 

by sand-pump or bailer, a more favorable impression as to the coarseness
 

and permeability of the aquifer may result. The presence of impermeable
 

silt and clay layers should be observed and recorded. Experienced and con

scientious drillers ce.n recognize, from the action of the drill, layers
 

two inches or rore in thickness, depending upon the depth f drilling.
 

Bail-testing should be done frequently to confirm the presence of
 

impermeable layers.
 

(2) The potential aquifer should be bail-tested often to
 

get some idea of the variation in yield of water with depth, (every five
 

feet in coarse-grained, free yielding aquifers and as often as every foot
 

in fine-grained material that may have to be artifically packed). This is
 

one way to determine how impermeable (relatively) are the finer-grained
 

layers.
 

(3) Make gradation analysis on the samples. A gradation
 

curve for each foot of aquifer-depth should be obtained. Prepare a com

posite curve for the total aquifer, showiiia the range of sizes and average
 

gradation curve.
 

(4) Select the portion of the aquifer that contains the
 

coarsest graded materials for first consideration in screenings. As a
 

rule it is mor economical in the long run to build two wells using the
 

natural-pack system than one well using the artificial-pack method, all
 

other things being equal. It is always better to practice to build two
 

wells and operate them at lower yield per well than run the risk of losing
 

a single well by over-pumping.
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(5) If 80 per cent or more of the potential.aquifer, foot
 

by foot, is smaller in particle size than 0.254 millimeter (0.010 inches,
 

1/100 inch) then artifical-pack must be selected and installed.
 

(6) Deuermine the uniformity coefficient (D60/D10 ) of the
 

aquifer materials. The uniformity coefficient is used in judging gradation
 

and permeability. It is defined as to ratio between the grain diameter
 

corresponding to 60 per cent and 10 per cent on the gradation curve,
 

referred to as D60 and D10 . The size of material in aquifers requiring
 

artificial-pack is fine-grained (0.254 mm to 0.02 mm) and the permeability
 

is more or less directly related to the uniformityof gradation. The uniformity
 

coefficient should be calculated from the average curve made from a composite
 

of' gradation curves from samples from each foot (or less) of the aquifer.
 

The shape and mineral compostion of the individual grains exert some influence
 

over the hydrological characteristics of the aquifer, but ways to measure
 

this influence are not yet known.
 

(7) The lower limit for the pack-size depends upon the screen
 

opening size selected. The screen opening size in turn depends upon the
 

average gradation analysis of the aquifer. The four screen opening sizes
 

given in Plates No. 5A and 5B will be found to be satisfactory for most
 

aquifers, requiring artificial packs. In selecting the gradation for the
 

pack material keep in mind the fact that the finer-grained aquifer materials
 

have to be rilled through the pack by surging to develop the aquifer.
 

n. In order to be of benefit, the artificial pack must have a
 

much higher permeability than the natural formation which it is designed
 

to control. Higher permeability is insured by keeping the uniformity
 

coefficient low and by making the material as uniformly graded as practicable.
 

For example, permeability tests on three gradings of sand were considered
 

for a well in fine-grained sand and gave the following resutls. Sand "A"
 

with a uniformity coefficient of 1.5 was 84 times more permeable than the
 

natural formation; sand "B" with uniformity coefficient of 2.0 was 63 times
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More permeable and sand "C" with uniformity coefficient of 3.0 was 34 times
 

more permeable. The average grain size of all three sands was 2 mm
 

(0.080 inches). For the particular design under discussion medium-grain

sand grading from 1.2 mm to 2.4 mm with uniformity coefficient not greater
 

than 1.7 was specified. Four things must be included in the design of
 

artificial packs: the limits of gradation, the required uniformity coefficient,
 

the maximum thickness, and the screen opening size.
 

o. One of the most important factors to consider in choosing the
 

thickness of the pack is the development work that must be done to complete
 

the well after the sand pack has been placed around the screen. When the
 

hole for an artificial-packed well is drilled, a thin skin of relatively
 

impervious material is plastered on the wall of the hole. When the sand

pack has been placed around the screen, this skin or wall cake becomes
 

sandwiched between the sand-pack and the face of the natural deposit. One
 

of the objects of the development work is to break up and remove this
 

material. The thicker the sand-pack, the more difficult it is to insure
 

complete removal of the "skin" or wall cake. One of the reasons for this
 

is that a properly designed sand-pack is highly permeable, offering little
 

resistance to the flow of water. There is much more tendency for surging
 

operations to slosh the water up and down in the sand-pack envelope than
 

to cause movement into or out of the aquifer at points where it may be
 

partially clogged. The thinner the pack, the better are the chances of
 

removing all of the undesirable fine silt, clay and drilling muds in
 

developing the well. Polyphosphate dispesing agents such as Calgon, plus
 

a little calcium hypochlorite will often help remove the undesirable material.
 

Ordinary detergent soaps will work if commercial well products are not
 

available.
 

p. Three factors must be weighed in choosing the diameter for an
 

artificial-packed well; cost, effective-diameter, and thickness of sand

pack. Cost is the first factor to consider since cost increases more than
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proportional to increase in well diameter. Larger effective diameter is 

beneficial, but only if development work can undo any damage to the per

meability of the aquifer resulting from the drilling operations. The 

thickness of sand.packs should not be less than three inches nor more
 

than seven inches.
 

5. WELL LOGS 

a. Water-well logs can be divided into three general classes:
 

stratigraphic log, drilling log or record of drilling operations, and
 

casing log. This part of the Manual is primarily concerned with obtaining
 

information for and recording and reporting the sequence of sediments, rocks
 

and water-bearing beds; that is, the stratigraphic log or well log. The
 

recording of drilling operations and related functions are of concern only
 

as they contribute to the construction reCOrd of the heart of the well
 

(the aquifer and well screen) and the ultimate use of the well as a water
 

producing source. The form recommended for use in the field to obtain
 

basic data for the drilling and casing logs is shown in Plate 1, "Well
 

Drilling Operations Dailj Shift Report." Most of the items necessary for the
 

hisbory of construction section of' the Evaluation and Completion Report, see
 

Paragraph No. 11, are shown on this form. It is important that the actual
 

hours of time for the various operations during each shift be observed, 

di, ;ributed and concurred in by the contractor (generally the driller) and 

the U.S. Government rTpr.h<rtative. Te daily shift report, if properly 

prepared, can prevent disagreement later between the contracting palties 

and will serve as evidence of actual work completed. The form and procedures 

to be used in logging the stratigraphic materials encountered are outlined 

in the following pages and described in detail in Appendix Four. 

b. The logging form entitled "Log of Materials Penetrated," records
 

in makiig the design analysis for the well(i) information that is required 

screen, (2) data needed to determine the proper method and approximate period
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of tl required fo-csurging and developing the well, and (3) serves as the 

official record of subsurface aata need d for evaluation upon completion of 

weji constrs.czion. In most cases, full information for completing this form
 

can be cbtained by planning each step of the sampling and testing work prior
 

to the start of drilling work. The Contractor should be fully informed as 

to what is expected in the way of samples, how to collect the samples, the 

approved method for masiuring the depth of' sample, marking the sample and 

similar operation:... The grcund-water engineer should be present for the first 

samn;-,lin7 work in every new well that is started in order to make decisions 

as to when and hcw sarples should be taken and where to store the samples. 

As a general rule, it is good practice always to start taking continuous
 

samples after once entering a potential aquifer below the zone of saturation. 

c. te a.mount of water obtainable from a well can be indirectly 

known by measuring properties of the sediments (or rock openings) that com

prise the water bearing beds (aquifer). In alluvial deposits one of the most 

important physical characteristics is the effective porosity or open spaces 

in the material. Porosity is the ratio of volume of voids to the total 

volume of' the aggregate and is also k-nown as per cent voids. Effective 

poro:,ity is th(: ratio of the porc -pace, occupie-d by wat:er that can be 

recovered byv dewate ring in a pumping well, to the total volume of aggregate. 

In addition to porosity there arc other ph:,,sical factors that control the 

quantity(and to a certain extent the quality) of water that can be recovered. 

Among these factors are density of the deposit, shape of particles, smooth

ness of the surfaces of individual grains, and the hydraulic head pushing the 

water to the well opening. The size of thu individual grain is not an 

important factor in determining poroTt. eoretically, porosl ;y is 

independent of size f(,r sphere; and similar-shaped particles, with a 

given packing and a given degree of gradatior should have the same porosity 

regardless of average grain size. In practice, it is generally found that 

fine grained sediments have higher poro'ities than ccarse but this is partly
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a function of differenons in density and orientation. Porosivy inw sually 

expressed in per cent by volume_. In the densest possible arrangement of equal

size or uniformly graded sand particles, the porosity is seldom below 25 per 

cent and in the loosest state it is equal to 47 per cent. Clean natural sands 

vary in porosity from 20 p<:r cent to 47 per cent. The porosity of a natural 

sand deposit then depends mainly on the shape of the grain, the uniformity of 

grain size rind tho density or compactness of the deposit. Aquifers that 

have a porosity of 20 per cent or less are slow in responding to surging and 

developing work and rquire considerably more time and work to build up a 

natural pack around the well screen. As a general rule, if th, maximum 

size of grain in the water ,-a.rirg formation is 0.40 willirmcters or less 

(fine sand and silt sizes) and the porosity is less than 20 per cent, a 

large producing water well yielding 200 gpm or more cannot be satisfactorily 

constructed. 

d. Porosity alo., is not enough to determine the quantity of 

water that can be obtained from a well. It is helpful however in estimating 

potential yield, using representative samples that have been carefully 

collected and graded. The permnability, or ability to transmit water under 

pressure, is the name given to mneusuremeni of rnt. (quantity) at which water 

can be obtained from .edimnts. In soils engineering work permeability 

(coefficient) is measured in terms of velocity; ,,ntimnters per second, 

feet per day, etc. In grou:nd-wat.r ,n.innriLg permeability is measured in 

terms of discharge, quantity per unit area under anit hydraulic gradient 

(pressure). Permeabilily can he determined for soils e ngin,ring purposes 

in the laboratory. For ground-water purpose.;, permeability is almost always 

determined in the field by pumping one well and observing the change in ground

water level with time and aistance. Attempts have been made to calculate 

permeability from gradation analysis and somn success has been obti ned, 

however, no formula or procedure has been derived that will give reasonably 

accurate values. One important reason for failure of such formulas or 
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procedures is-t*h t a given sand can b( pack(: to -i f'rer: .nsities. Plate 

No. 4 shows th: extreme rance of permeabili i i hasc been found in various 

grain-size sediments with approximately the sane density. Permeability 

estmat.d fr m sand analysis or measerid dirtly by a laboraLory flow test 

can e-sed as a ro-igh guide in cocci races for estimating the potential yield 

of a we.ll. However, the -Istimates be made by person familiar withhoul, a 

the technology of wells and ground water and a person with wide field experienc 

in well construct ion and well testlng. The salculati:igc re should never 

be used without advice and judgement based on cons iderabit f Xperience. 

e. The form to be used for logging straigoaphy i -- hown on Plate 

No. 2, of Penetrated." Generaliy, the upper 30 to 50 feet"Log -aerial-

of holes in unconsolidated clastic sediments are 'aredll sa<mple-d, graded 

and logged for subsurface information for any stu,:tu', tha, m' b. built 

in the nearly,- vicinity and for (tesign of 'oendat honer tha(een!],:- piunp house. 

Occasionally, drive samples and pentrat ion t,-st are take.n in this range 

of Clepth. The re-quirements o! ie.h work m a h.b'- ,ca .ipated and the well 

drilling spacifican-in ine! a- psovicions for obn:eir the(,gsampLes and 

tests. Samples are not o'ten taken b, low the :iepth of fcindat.ion load 

influence, oth:r than 'Or clss':1s'.or. puceOSes Ln 1 saar-L-arig 

materials are encounisr-l. As a rule. ,,ontineoc: samplirg be dhouIlone 

after ent"ring th* zont, of s,-aturatior. ]he mate ri: l neo~ts.,-red daring the 

drilling opration:s sho 1 'I", '%crflly exami 1, groit :iwh, r mcc ssary to 

determine classaication and entered in Col.nn 5, Each chang,, in material 

size. or composition requires an entry. Mthod anJ rate-, of sampling are 

discussed in Pararraph 6 aind in Appendix 4. The classification and desJ,ription 

of material (Column -') sh1ould e mad': in accordance with Appendix ). Tle 

following key for :xamffL nin-. ip ada.pted in part from U.S.G.S. 

Water Supply Pap,,r N.N. . Tqc, ers, ihoi,11 b, exmarrined hy direct visual 

inspection and with the aid of a hand len:. If the sample consists of sand, 
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sandstone, gravel or conglomerate sized particles, note adherence, grain 

size, grain form and shape, polish or etching of surfaces and mineral charac

teristics of grains or pebbles. Note nature of cementing material, whether
 

abundant or scarce, whether calcareous, siliceous, ferruginous, etc. For this
 

purpose it may be convenient to place a small fragment of the rock in a drop
 

of dilute hydrochloric acid on a glass slide and examine. It must be remembered 

that coarse dolomite will not respond to dilute acid, unless heated or unless
 

the material to be tested is pulverized. A close approximation of the acutal
 

percentage of fine grained materials (silts and clays) must be made. It is 

good practice to have settling tank or pit that can be used to receive all of 

the bailings, cutting, etc., from a definite, controlled interval in the well 

and. allow them to settle out. The fine-grained soils thus collected should
 

be included in the samples that are to have laboratory gradation analysis.
 

It is poor practice to try to estimate the amount of fines present in a
 

water-bearing horizon by the color of the return-water, bailer samples and
 

the like. The color and texture will frequently indicate the physical
 

cnditions present in the deposit and should be carefully noted. As a
 

general ruel in unconsolidated sediments, the first test well should be
 

drilled through the deepest water bearing horizon to sample and test all
 

aquifers prior to making a decision as to which aquifers are to be utilized. 

No firm, final figures can be given as to "just how deep" a test well should 

go. A separate decision must be made for each new area as the work progresses. 

In rock wells, when the relative compactness of the materials cannot be
 

readily determined by surface mapping of the geological conditions in the
 

area or observing the action of the drill in the testinG work, core

sampling should be done to obtain representative rocks for examination.
 

f. Column No. ). Plate No. 2 is to be filled in from a study of 

the gradation analysis on the aquifer sediments. It is an aid to be used
 

in selecting the screen size openings. After the gradations have been com
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pleted, two or three nominal-size screen openings should be selected that
 

cover the average range of the aquifer soils between 20 per cent and 50 per
 

cent coarser by weight. These two (or three) size openings are tabulated as
 

headings in Column 4 and the percentage of each size coarser by weight is
 

shown under the size opening for each foot of depth of aquifer. The following,
 

extracted from the design analysis of a large producing water well, will serve
 

to illustrate the use of 	Column 4:
 

Interval Thick Material Description Gradation Summary Porosity
 
(Feet) (Feet) Size Openings Per Cent
 

0.040" O.0M0" 0.080"
 

0-122 122 Deleted for simpli- (Percent coarser)
 
fication
 

122-125 3 	 Silty Sandwith scat
 

gr, entered hydrosta
tic water at 123', rose
 
to 11' in 30 sec. S.W.L.
 
@ 8' not screenable,
 
runny
 

125-126 1 Gravelly Sand_, rel 52 38 20 38 
126-127 1 Clean, H20 bearing, 48 35 18 33 
127-130 
130-134 

3 
4 

sharp ang pcs, max 
size 3", tight, com-

50 
44 

35 
38 

20 
12 

35 
30 

134-135 1 bined samples 127-130 30 17 11 24 
and 130-134 a", similar, 
igneous, greenstone and 
quartz. 

135-136 1 Sandy Gravel, similar 70 55 43 42 
136-137 1 to above, coarser,with 72 53 44 40 
137-138 1 2"-3" layers of' tight 68 54 41 38 

impervious blue clay 
binding gravel'required 
drilling, interval will 
have to be specially 
developed. 

138-143 5 Clay, sandy, tight imper
vious, blue-gray. 10 

143 	 Deleted
 

(NOTE: Fractions of a foot dropped for simplification).
 

g. The water-bearing horizon in the log given above extends from
 
125' to 138' or 13 feet. By leaving two feet at the top to hold the loose
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roof and one foot at the bottom a standard 10 foot well screen was used.
 

The material is exceptionally well graded throughout and quite uniform in
 

size so a screen opening of 0.060 inch was ordered which could yield, for
 

the 10 inch diameter screen, 430 gallons per minute without danger of sand
 

packing. The screen opening area for various screen sizes is shown on Plate 11
 

The quantity of water that can be obtained from a formation without danger of
 

sand packing is given in Table No. 2. An additonal 18 gallons per minute
 

could have been obtained by ordering a screen having the bottom 2 feet with
 

0.080 inch openings and the upper 8 feet at 0.060 inch openings. 

6. FORMATION SAMPLES 

a. Good representative samples from water bearing beds are the
 

key to successful well construction. The purpose for taking samples is to
 

determine closely the natural conditions that exist inplace in the water

bearing materials. By kxYowing accurately what these conditions are in
 

sediments then it is possible to select the proper screen sizes and to the
 

surging and developing work in the most effective manner. It ispossible to
 

deduce from action of the drill the relative density of the materials, from
 

the way the water level responds to bailing the degree of permeability, and
 

similar indirect facts without ever seeing the samples. The contract speci

fications usually place responsibility for taking samples and measuring
 

sample thickness on the drilling contractor. The mechanical operations of
 

taking samples must be the contractor's responsibility, but where to sample
 

must always be the Contracting Officer's responsibility.
 

b. The use of the percussion drill (churn, cable-tool, spudder,
 

etc.) can be stipulated in the Guide Specifications, Appendix 2. This
 

particular type of drilling is frequently chosen in preference to others
 

when it is necessary to get accurate samples and time is not too important.
 

There follows a list of advantages in using the percussion drill:
 

(1) 	Accurate samples can be obtained, the degree of accuracy
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need be limited only to the kird of samples and amount of time that can be 

spent. 

(2) Each stratum can be tested for quantity and quality of
 

water as d-rilling proceeds. 

(3) Lower quality and contaminated waters can be sealed off
 

by casing as the hole advances.
 

(4) Less water is required for drilling operations.
 

(5) Less damange results to the water bearing material
 

because drilling muds are not used.
 

(6) Any encounter with water-bearing beds is noticed at once
 

and testing in unknown regions, or developing border line cases can be easily
 

and positively accomplished.
 

(7) As a general rule the first hole in any new area should
 

be drilled with a percussion drill. After the aquifer limits have been 

determined any kind of a drill can be used to construct the permanent wells. 

Electric well logs are no substitute for actual samples of materials that 

have been graded, tested, and described. 

c. Whenever possible, formation samples should be taken from 

cased holes (the larger the size hole the hetcer by sandl or suction rump, 

core-barrel, auger, or special samplers. that will reco'rer tho material in as 

undisturbed a condition as possible. Wrashed, jetted, or rotary samples are 

not representative of the sedimc2nts irom whic'h iheI.y ar . tk(- and therefore 

are not reliable as samples for screen analys 1z.. Sz,;pIes from rotary or 

reverse circulaticn arills should not be us-d for screen design. Scmples 

taken directly from a rotary, jet, reve-: e circulation and ,-ther open-hole 

drills are generally contaminated by drilling mils anr! by loose matorial 

from the walls of' the hole. rthr, prticles in the sanP! are always 

segregated and washed in being ,:arrid to the s.u fa:e in drilling-water. 

d. The following from Bulletin No. 638-S "Instructions for 
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Taking Formation Samples," Edward E. Johnson, Inc., will aid in obtaining
 

samples in unconsolidated formations: "The best method to secure a repre

sentative sample is to drive a loose plug part of which may be removed by
 

bailing carefully and at the same time taking care to prevent heaving.
 

Formation samples should never be taken 'on the heave or rise'* as the finer
 

particles and the coarser particles are separated giving a false picture of
 

the true grading of the formation. To overcome heaving and obtain accurate
 

formation samples is sometimes a problem. The usual procedure is to fill
 

the hole with water to balance the hydrostatic pressures on the inside and
 

outside of the casing. Another method is to drive the casing as far ahead
 

as possible in order to cut off the outside pressure thus allowing the heaved
 

material to be removed. It should be remembered that mpterial that has
 

heaved has been disturbed and therefore is not representative of the formation."
 

It is good practice to have the driller save all materials recovered during
 

drilling operations from potential aquifers. It can be stockpiled on boards
 

or canvas 
laid on the ground near the well and visually graded and classified
 

in the field. Representative samples can then be combined and selected for
 

laboratory gradation analysis. The larger the sample examined and graded the
 

greater the accuracy. As a general rule all the material from holes smaller
 

than 10 inches in diameter from potential aquifers should be quartered and
 

graded for the best results. Samples from the first fifty (50) feet or so
 

of wells can of-kon E-rve for foundation exploration purposes and this dual
 

usage should be anticipated and included in the bidding documents and speci

fications. Hydrometer analysi:- should not be made on aquifer samples.
 

7. DESIGN AND USE OF WELL SCREENS
 

a. Most of the wells to be constructed by AID Missions will be in
 

When hydrostatic pressure s in the drill hole become greater thLn the
 
weight of the column of water, it frequently happens that sandy material
 

is heaved or forced up the drill pipe.
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unconsolidated clastic sedimcnts and will require the use of well-screens, 

designed to fit the gradation and thickness of individual aquifers. Table 1, 

lists the types of well screens that are available in the United States and
 

Europe. Modern, industrial wells in clasitc sediments fall in two classes,
 

the natural pack wells and artificial-pack wells. In order to insure satis

factory results the latter type well requires the services of a specialist,
 

both in the design and construction and should not be attempted without de-

Lailed knowledge of the aquifer conditions, including gradation analysis and 

permeability tests on each foot (or less) of material from the aquifer(s). 

In the developed, natural-pack well, no provision is made or neeled Cor the 

insertion of sand or gravel a-tificailly; the entire method is dependent
 

upon the withdrawal of the finer grained sand and silt from the water
 

bearing formation around the screen. The particles are pulled through the
 

screen openings by surging and then removed by bailing until a stabilized
 

envelope, or zone of coarser grained particles, too large to pass through
 

the screen openings, remains around the screen. This envelope or developed 

zone has a much higher permeability and greater porosity than the original
 

formation material. This serves two purposes: it removes the fine grained 

sand and silt that could block the well and plug the pump, and removes the 

material that fills the voids and hinders the free-flow of water into the 

well. If the ground water contains dis-solved minerals that may deposit out 

in the formation, the higher porosity developed in the formation retards this 

tendency and increases well life. The fundamental considerations necessary 

to determine what type of well construction to use are: 

(1) Ordinary fine sand with reasonable premeability and good 

uniformity is usually best screened without packing and with the use of a 

screen with small openings,; between 0.010 inch and 0.020 inch openings. The 

use of screens with openings smaller than C.010 inch should not be attempted. 

See Plate No. 11 for decimal and millimeter equivalents. The installation 
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of screens with small openings requires extra care in the surging and
 

developing work to insure satisfactory results.
 

(2) Aquifers in very fine and uniform sand (smaller than
 

0.254 mm) can be best developed using artificial packing. The design,
 

development and use of thiskind of a well is very critical and should be
 

constructed only as the last resort and in accordance with paragraph 4,
 

"Construction of Water Wells," by a driller that has had proven prior
 

experience.
 

(3) Under practically all conditions a mixture of coarse
 

and fine sand or gravel is best finished with developed natural pack, using
 

as coarse a slot of screen as an accurate analysis of the material shows to
 

be advisable. The screen-opening size should fit the gradation curve of the
 

aquifer materials. It is the common practice to select a size opening some

where between the 60 per cent and 80 per cent finer by weight size. The C.ctual
 

size depends upon the natural gradation curve of the materials throughout the
 

aquifer, the average porosity of the section of the well being studied, the
 

quantity of water desired and the gradation of the materials that lie over
 

the aquifer. It is necessary to know the nature of fine-grained silts and
 

clays when present above, below or interbc ded with water bearing formations,
 

including the extent of plasticity and degree of cementation. The size of
 

the screen opening often determines the amount of work required to loosen
 

clay-bound particles by surging action. It is sometimes necessary to use
 

polyphosphate dispersing agents and other forms of agitation to assist in
 

the removal of silt and clay. Te size of the screen openings should meet
 

the gradation of the material throughout the entire section of the aquifer(s)
 

to be developed. As a general rule water bearing formations become coarser
 

with depth and it is often possible to have larger screen openings in the
 

bottom part of a well. This is one reason why it is so important to have
 

the accuracy of the well log measurements to 0.1 of a foot or closer. Where
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loose fine-grained soils occur above an aquifer, sufficient material (at
 

least one foot) should be left between the bottom of the fine grained soils
 

and the top openings in the screen. The upper portion of the aquifer may also
 

be left undeveloped as a filter. The materials under the aquifer should be
 

solid enough to prevent settlement of the screen and coarse enough not to be
 

sucked in and block the lower part of the screen during surging operations.
 

In the ideal condition, one or two feet of the aquifer will be left unscreened 

below and aboc: the top of the screen. This all add. up to several feet of 

unused or blank screen section. The pull-back or standard system of well
 

construction should be specified, if at all possible in preference to any
 

other method.
 

b. In the case where exploratory drilling has opened a hole below
 

the aquifer selected to be screened and developed and it becomes necessary
 

to plug back (back-fill) the hole, extreme caution must be used so as not 

to construct a situation where later development and pumping will cause
 

settlement in the materials used to backfill the hole with a resulting
 

settlement in the well screen. It is a good practice to compact backfill
 

material in four or five inch layers under water with the bit and tool
 

string before installing the screen and thus have insurance against it 

"floating away." Before installing a new screen it should be thoroughly
 

examined to see that it meets specifications as to the type metal desired
 

for the quality of the ground-water present, that the size openings are 

correct and that the lead packer is undamaged. Some drillers will expand 

the packer prior to installing, leaving only enough clearance to get it in
 

the casing and finish the expanding after the casing has been pulled back 

and the screen set. If at any time during the surging and developing 

operations material coarser than the screen opening size is withdrawn, 

immediate action is indicated. Either the packer was not properly set or 

else the screen has ruptured allowing the coarser grained aquifer material
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to flow into the hole. To insure that the packer has sufficient casing length
 

to seat against and to allow for a small amount of settlement it is common
 

practice to leave at least one foot of the casing over the top of the screen
 

when setting the packer.
 

c. Representative types of well screens available from manufacturers
 

in the United States and Europe are listed in Table No. 1. Prepacked well
 

screens are used in Europe. Aquiiers cannot be surged and developed through
 

a prepacked screen.
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TYPES OF WELL SCRENS (STRATNERS)
 

SCREEN MANUFACTURER TYPE OF RANGE OF TYPE OF SCREEN 
AND ADDRESS SCREEN SIZE OPENINGS OPENING 

1. 
Edward W. Johnson, Inc. (i) Wire-wound, wel- 0.o6" Self cleaning, 
315 i. Pierce ded, continuous slot; to non-clogging, 
St. Paul 14, Minn. everdur, stainless 0.250" "V" shaped, 

steel, brass, iron. horizontal slot. 

Screens can be installed by any one of three methods; (1) screen attached di
rectly to the casing in an open hole, (2) standard or pull-back, and (3) bail
down or wash down.
 
.............-
 ....................-..-------------

2.
 
Cook Well Strainer Co. (1) Wire-wound, con- 0.006" Same as above
 
6330 Glenway Avenue tinuous slot. to
 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio (2) Slottedseamless 0.0250"
 

tubing.
 
All metal listed under
 
1. above.
 

Screens can be installed by any one of the three methods listed under 1. above.
 

3.
 
EMSCO Screen Pipe Co. (i) Slotted, black or 0.006" Machined slots
 
3 Ricks Road galvanized iron pipe. to "V" shaped
 
Houston 21, Texas 
 (2) Slotted pipe with 0.100" wire wrapped.
 

wire-wound screen, gal

vanized, bronze or
 
stainless steel.
 
(3) Prepacked screens,
 

sand of any gradation
 
placed between inner and
 
outer slotted iron pipe.


Screens can be installed only by open-hole method.
 

4. 
Layne & Bowler, Inc. Pressed-slot openings; 0.020" Slot with over-

Memphis, Tennessee everdar, steel, iron, to hanging shutter.
 
Layne-France stainless stell, monel. 0.125"
 
39 bis, Rue de Chateaudun
 
Paris, France
 
Screens are installed only by the open hole method. Company claims 
success
 
using bail-down, artificial-pack method with cone on bottom of screen. 
 Use
 
of this screen limited to coarse grained materials meeting the slot-opening
 
size or artificial-pack wells.
 

5.
 
Doerr Metal Products Co. Same as 4. 0.010" Same as 4.
 
Larned, Kansas 
 to
 

0.250"
 
Screens can be installed only by the open-hole method. Trade name DOERR GRAVEL-


GUARD. Screen sections are 4 foot long and joined by swaging.
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Table 1 (Continued)
 

RANGE OF TYPE OF SCREEN 
AND ADDRESS SCREEN SIZE OPENINGS OPENING 
SCREEN MANUFACTURER 	 TYPE OF 

6. 
Schonebecker Brunnen- Compressed bakelized 0.012" Slotted; smooth, 

filter wood, Stoneware, Plas- to flat walls, ver-

Kirchroder Strasse 10 tic (no metal) .08o" tical for stone-

Hannover-Kleefeld, Germany ware, horizontal 
slots for wood 
and plastic. 

Installed by open-hole method only. 

7. 
Willersinn-Filter Prepacked, cemented 4 grada-	 Joints 3' long,
 

joined together
Mainzer Landstrasse 78 sand size particles, tiono 


Frankfurt AM Main unlined, continuous 0.030" with resin and
 

Germany filter-pipe from bot- to nylon.
 

tom of hole to sur- 0.250"
 
face (WGmetal)
 

Installed by open-hole method only.
 

8. 
Hagusta G.M.b.H. Cemented sand-pack 0.030" to 0.125" Joints 8' long
 

Schaumainkai 89/91 around outside of in four sizes of Screwed or
 

Frankfurt AM Main coated and slotted sand-pack grada- flanged con-


Germany steel pipe. tion. 	 nection.
 

Installed by open-hole method only.
 

9. 
J. F. Nold & Co. Perforated and Slots: 0.8" to Joints 6.6',
 
Stockstadt/Rhein slotted, bridge 2" in length, 8' and 10',
 

Germany 	 slots similar to and 0.04" to clamp, flanged 

Layne & Bowler; in 0.4" wide. or threaded 

coated steel, copper, joint connec

bronze, stainless steel. tion. 

Manufacturer recommends installation in artificial-packed wells only by open hole
 

method.
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SCREEN-OPENING CAPACITIES
 

(Capacities that can be ordained from a formation requiring the slot numbers 
specified below without danger of sand packing). 

Sizes of
 
Wells Screen Openings (inches) Gals per Min. per foot of screen
 

0.008-0.010 0.014-0.020 0.030-0.040 0.050-0.060 0.C8o-o.loo
 

4 Inch 3 10
7 	 1i' 
 20 

6 Inch 5 10 15 25 30 

8 Inch 7 13 20 35 40 

10 Inch 9 17 25 43 52 

12 Inch 12 25 37 62 75 

16 Inch 15 27 40 65 8o 

18 Inch 18 35 53 90 105 

20 Inch 20 40 60 100 120 

Example: 	 A ten foot section of 8 inch (nominal diameter of casing,
 
actual outside diameter of screen, 71 inches) having slot
 
openings nf 0.050 inch would permit the free entrance of
 
350 gallons of water per minute without danger of plugging
 
the screen with sand, providing the well has been completely 
surged and developed. There are 100 square inches of opening 
area per foot -i'screen or 1,000 square inches of openings in 
this particular screen.
 

Table 2
 



8. WELL DEVELOPMENT
 

a. Two methods are generally recognized and approved for the
 

surging and developing phase of well construction. They are (i) using the
 

solid-surge plunger (or the valved-surge plunger) and by (2) the use of
 

compressed air. Ordinary pumping without the benefit of backwashing or
 

surging is not an acceptable method for developing water wells. The Guide
 

Specifications provide for a review by the Contracting Officer, or his
 

representative, the Engineer, of the methods proposed by the interested
 

well-drilling contractors during the bidding stages of work. It is important
 

to know and concur in the system that the apparent low-bidder proposes to
 

use and i.ave a prior commitment on the number of pieces and type of equip

ment that he will employ in doing the work. Prior to the awarding of a
 

contract it is well to find out exactly what his attitude is toward
 

spending the time and patience that is required to fully surge and develop
 

most wells. The common problem in well-construction is to find a contractor
 

that has modern, industrial well-construction experience, who is willing, or
 

able to recognize the need for high standards of work and in a position to
 

perform the wor. in compliance with guide specifications.
 

b. Based on the percentage of fine-grained soils to be withdrawn
 

from the aquifer, as determined from the gradation analysis and the length
 

of the screen, it is good practice to prepare a rough estimate in advance
 

of work as to the quantity of sand that will be (or should be) extracted
 

during the development work. See Appendix 4 for procedure. The surging
 

work should be started slowly and the surging pressure and rate gradually
 

increased as the work develops. The rate should never be so rapid, or the
 

surging cycle so long, that the amount of sand pulled into the screen
 

between bailing operations exceeds 1/5 the length of the screen. In other
 

words one or two feet of sand is all that should be pulled into the screen
 

in one surging operation. The inspector should observe the rate and period
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of surging, the amount of sand in the screen (or withdra.rn.) after each 

cycle of surging and size of the particles recovered. Surging operations
 

should continue, when using the plunger-type system until the amount of sand
 

in the screen is less than six inches in depth in the bottom after surging
 

for one hour or more using a set of new and tight plunger washers and the
 

plunger falling freely with the full weight of the tool string less jars.
 

An experiknc,-d we.ll driller can tell from the "feel of the cable" on a 

standard -ahl,: too. percussion drill when +hr, F ,reen 1-.nnr1ng-in with 

sand. T,, drill,-r can regulate the speed and Stroke of the machine to
 

produL, aw w. rat of' ,,ffucets. As in all phases of' well drillLng, final 

dp
rtesul 1 .noi yr :atly pon the- skill and judgement of the- driller. Surging 

and developing work :-h-ould not be stopped once it is started, because it is 

difficult and impossible in some cases, to start the sand and silt flowing 

sgain into th, scrn once tht- action or cycle has been broken. 

c. Any wll drilling operation produc,2s ,ome undesirable effects 

in the water-bearing sediments immediately outs Ide the bore-hole. In 

drilling a well by the rotary merthod, the drilling mud forms a coating on 

he wall of the hole usu.ally referred to as the "mud cake." Also, some of 

the drilling fluid flow. out radlially i::t.o the, .sa.nd forations-penetrated 

by the well. This is called mud invasion of the formation. The mud clogs 

the pores in the snd for some distan in l directions around the hole. 

The fluid pr,,ussure due to the2e Ight of thermui in the hole forces some of 

the mud out through the voids in the sand and gravel. At some critical 

distance (two to five inches from the wall of the holt) the flow rate 

slows down, thu mud thickens in the pores: of' th(: .an: a.nt gravel and develops 

an appreciable gel strength. This incrase: resistance- to fo and stops 

further mud invasion. Tle critical dista-- .t whih mul inva..ion stops is 

different for eaach situation. It,w,,,ill vrry wLth th: vi'osit; of the 

drilling fluid, the fluid, the fluid pres.-ure in the hole, the, gel properties 

of the fluid and the permeability (or in +.his case porosity) of the water
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bearing sand. Obvious±y, all the mud must be removed if the well is to be 

brought to maximum yield and efficiency. The undesirable effects of cable
 

tool (percussion or churn) drilling is the forming of a skin of silt and
 

clay on the inner face of the drilled hole and the vibration of the sand
 

around the casing resulting from driving the casing. The skin of silt and
 

clay occurs as the well casing is forced down through the water-bearing
 

sand and gravel and latei pulled back to expose the well screen. These 

movements of the well casing produce a troweling action that leaves a 

"slick" of silt and clay on the wall of the hole. The vibration of the 

casing during driving tends to compact or densify the sand and gravel.
 

Recognizing this, cable tool drillers always try to work the casing down
 

in the water-bearing formation by bailing or sand-pumping operations rather
 

than by driving. 

9. DRAWDOWN AND YIELD TESTS 

a. Prior to completion and acceptance of every '.ell drilled some
 

form of pump testing will be done to evaluate the hole, determine the extent 

of its usefulness and if a producing well, help fix the most efficient 

position for the pump-intake setting. The contract specifications should
 

establish the responsibility for the various portions of the testing work.
 

Generally it will be the contractor's responsibility to furnish a detailed
 

plan as to how he proposes to test each well and to furnish, install and 

operate the pumping and gaging equipment. 

b. It will be the USAID responsibility, in most cases, to pro

vide qualified personnel to review the contractor's plan and make recom

mendasions, when necessary, to insure measuring and recording controls
 

during the testing work. USAID should arrange to have at least one trained
 

man on the job at all times during the pump-tests to observe, measure and 

record the rate of pumping, drawdown in the wells being pumped and also in 

the observation wells, make temperature measurements, collect samples and 
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obtain other data neessrry for the evaluatTon and compleiori reports. As 

a gener' rule the Contrqetcr sh -. . -sh an electrical water-level
 

measuring device, chalked-
 ipe equipment, clip board with pump-testing
 

recording forms, thermometer, sample jugs, and make the physical and
 

chemical analysis 
on water samples. Further details for observing and
 

measuring drawdown-yield tests are in Appendix 4. The major items of
 

information that should be obtained in the test are shown on the form,
 

"Pump-TestingReport, 
Plate No. 3, which should be used in a comparable
 

form for all pump-testing work.
 

c. The quantity of water being pumped ("Pumping Rate," Column 4, 

on Plate No. 3) can be determined by any one, or combination of methods,
 

such as 
measuring the quantity in a tank or barrel, flow-meter, orifice
 

meter, weir, calibrated pumping curves based on the velocity of the pomp and 

others. 
 The pumping level can be measured by using a pressure gage, altitude 

gage and air line, bubbler system, electrical sounding devices and chalked

tape. 

d. Perhaps the most important factor in pumping tests is the 

ability of the pumping equipment to maintain a continuous and constant 

pumpi rg rate until stabilization oecir- it, +.V. lrar.o.n of the p-rpeI '": 

Quite frequently it is desirable to continue pumping a, on-tanta. rate 

until drawdown has ceased in observation wells. MiK'.ealing results are 

obtained from observation wells that are nor. constructed to be fully open 

into the pumped formation. An observation well must have permeable connection 

into the water-yielding formation. One test. for this is to pour a quantity 

of water into the observation well sufficient to raise its level by a readily 

measurable amount. Timed readings of' the water level chanige are then taken 

on the observation well to see how rapidl.y the walter level returns, to its 

original elevation. Observrat ion wel.s that atre "dea t" (0o not respond to 

water lev, fluctuations) should either be cleaned out and rehabilitated or 

abandoned.
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e. The sequence of pumping operations for drawdown and yield
 

testing purposes should be as follows:
 

(1) Cyclic pumping, in short spurts, to celan-up and test
 

the surging and development work. It is frequently possible to increase
 

the yield per foot of drawdown or raise the static-water level by this
 

operation. This can also be considered part of the development work.
 

(2) Make the sustained pumping test required by the speci

fications to determine the maximum yield of water per foot of drawdown,
 

specific capacity. Continuous pumping at a safe, constanL rate should
 

be done until the drawdown remains at a stabilized level for at least 12
 

hours. In large well programs pumping operations are continued until the
 

drawdown level in one or more of the observation wells becomes stabilized. 

(3) In conjunction with (2) above, or immediately following, 

special drawdown tests are made to obtain additional data. The Lype of 

special pumping test and duration depend upon the size and purpose of the 

well. These fetures of work are included in Appendix Four. 

(4) After completion of all drawdown operations make the
 

recovery measurements. 

f. Explanation of Pump Testing Report Form - Plate 3. 

(1) Column Number One; Time: During all phases of testing
 

an accurate record of time must be kept. 'This is so because the hydraulic
 

equations that describe ground water flow in an aquifer include functions 

of time. The way in which drawdown changes in relation to the time

duration of pumping provides data for calculating these functions. Values 

can also be calculated from the way water levels recover after pumping
 

is stopped. Time-drawdown measurements and time-recovery measurements 

provide two distinct sets o' inl'ormation from a single aquifer test. The 

values obtained from the analysis of the recovery record serve to check 

the calculations based on the pumping record. The rate of receovery after
 



the pump is shut off is protably more accurate in demonstrating the per

formance of the well than the drawdown. Variations in pumping rate, loss 

in pump-friction, pump noise and other physical factors are absent during
 

the recovery :period. For these reasons the recovery of a well should be
 

carefully observed until the water-level has reached or closely approached
 

static level.
 

It is generaliy good practice to cycle the pumping-rate during
 

the first fPw hours of test-pumping to test the efficiency of the surging
 

and developing work and at the 
same time "finish up" any undeveloped portions
 

of the aquifer. 
The pump cycling should be in ten minute intervals, five
 

minutes on and five minutes shut off. 
This holds ture only where the draw

down is more than 25 per cent of the total water column when the test pump
 

is operating at the maximum rate. 
 The amount of sand and silt pumped, if
 

any, should be carefully measured and reported. After cycling the well
 

should "rest" until the water level has fully recovered before starting
 

the acceptance piurp-te ,ting. 
 In absence of other criteria it is suggested
 

that the first pumping rate for the acceptance test be one-third 
to one

half of the anticipated operating rate or about 1/3 of the maximum drawdown 

possible, whichever is the greater. When firsT stage pumping has started, 

readings should be taken every minute for the first 15 muncn , vcry five 

minutes for the next one-half hour and at half-hour intervals thereafter. 

The first stage pumping should be continued for at least 12 hours after 

the drawdown has remained constant. The second stage pumping, in step-draw

down tests, (recer to Plate No. 10) is generally at twice the first stage 

rates, but it need not be continued until complete stabilization is obtainel.
 

The rate of stabilization-curve for the first,' stage pumping can be used to 

project the second stage drawdown curves to stabilized condition&. Step

drawdown testing is further described in Appendix Four.
 

(2) Columns 2 and 3. Water Lievel Readings and Drawdown: 
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rTle gage and air line method is the most popular method used for measuring
 

water level. The procedure is quite simple. It is shown on Plate 7. A
 

hand pump forces air through an airline extending from the surface to the
 

top of the pump intake. The air under pressure displaces water that would
 

normally fill the airline. As water is displaced, the pressure increases
 

until air bubbles out of the bottom of the airline. The air line must be
 

air-tight. A gage with a scale of pressure values is used to measure air

line pressure. The maximum readings on the pressure gage indicates to a
 

first approximation the "head of water" over the bottom of the airline.
 

When the gage is other than a direct-reading altitude gage a correction
 

must be made to convert the unit of pressure reading to feet of water.
 

The air line and gage should be carefully checked to see that they are
 

operating correctly before starting the test. The length of the airline
 

should be such that its lower end is several feet above or below the
 

pump intake. If the airline terminates close to the place where water
 

enters the pump the excess turbulence in the wcll at this point makes it
 

difficult to get good readings on the gage.
 

A precise water-level reading device such as an electric sounder
 

is used to calibrate the air line gage, take check readings from time to
 

time and be on hand for more accurate reading-. The air line system is
 

more convenient but not always dependable. The Fisherscope Company, Palo
 

Alto., California, manufactures an approved electrical water-level measuring
 

device.
 

(3) Column 4. Pumping Rate: The rate of pumping can be 

measured by flow meters, venturi tubes, circular orifices, weir boxes and 

can be cstimated from the velocity of pump and pump curves. These are all 

indirect methods for estimating discharge rate. Taken alone, the pumping 

rate figures have little meaning. Iitis only when discharge is compared
 

with drawdown and time, that it.takes on meaning. The rate of pumping will
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always fluctuate to some degree, despite the most careful adjustments of
 

pump controls. This uncontrollable rate fluctuation is due to flow friction,
 

air pressure, changes in ground-water pressares, small changes in velocity
 

of pump-driver and other physical factors. 
 When using a channel weir,
 

flow-meter or other device, direct readings can be entered in column four
 

for later reference and conversion to GPM. Conversion to gallons per minute
 

should be obtained from standard orifice and weir tables. 
Prior to starting
 

a pump-test it is always good practice to check the weir tables that are
 

on hand to see that they cover the size orifice and educator pipe that are
 

to be used. Four large scale pumping tests of 500 GPM or more, it is best
 

to use an orfice plate having an opening of at least three inches less in
 

size than that of the eductor pipe. As a general rule, he head rise above
 

the center of the pipe should be between 6 inches and 48 inches. 
 To insure
 

that this range is obtainable the tables should be consulted prior to
 

selection of weir sizes and the 
correct sizes for the pumping rates determined.
 

In the case of a flow meter, pumping curves or other recognized methods of
 

gaging the pump production, the factored quantity should be entered in
 

column four. The circular ofifice weir should be checked to see that it
 

is level and that a control valve is located near the discharge of the pump
 

to control the pumping rate. A straight run of pipe from the valve to the
 

measuring device must be long enough so that any turbulence caused by partial
 

closing of the valve will not intcrfere with the flow through the orifice:
 

The distance from the orifice plate to the ell on the piezometer tube should
 

be checked. If a weir box is used, the approach channel should be checked
 

to be sure that it does not create turbulence just ahead of the weir. 

(4) Column 5. Recovery: The rate at. which the water level 

in the well rises (in both pumped and observation wells) after the pump is 

shut off should be carefully observed and measured. It normally takes two 

persons to obtain accurate results from pumped wells during the first few
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minutes after the pump is shut off, one to measure and one to record. A
 

good method is to set the electrical gage (when this device is at hand, other

wise the lower readings cannot be taken) at a depth equal to about one-half
 

of the drawdown and then observe the time it takes for the well to recover
 

to this position. The rate of recovery for the remaining one-half of the
 

total drawdown will be at a slower rate and can usually be measured at a
 

fairly even pace. As many readings, as can be accurately obtained during
 

the first 15 minutes of recovery, will help to fix the recovery curve. The
 

rate at which thu well recovers will be later compared with the rate at 

which the static-water level was lowered when pump-testing started. The
 

results of plotting these two rates should be closely comparable, depending
 

upon the accuracy and frequency with which the readings were taken. The
 

depth to water (Column No. 2) readings are taken in the same manner during
 

the recovery as during the drawdown. Column No. 5, Recovery, is the distance
 

that the water rises after pumping ceases. It is obtained by subtracting
 

the water level readings at each time stage of recovery from the average maxi

mum drawdown at the stabilized final pumping rate. There are other hydraulic
 

features that enter into recovery calculations, however, all data necessary
 

for later study will be available if the information requirod by Plate No. 3, 

Pump Testing Report Form is carefully obtained. The form can be modified as 

necessary to fit each particular pump-testing job.
 

10. WATER SAMPLES
 

a. The quality of a water supply depends on three factors: 

bacterial content, chemical content and physical composition. For human
 

consumption, the first two control whether the water will spread disease
 

or cause physiological disturbance. The last two control appearance, taste
 

and color; the use for washing and other domestic requirements and deterinine
 

The scale formation or corrosive effect on boilers, mains and plumbing. The
 

first quality mentioned above is not of too much importance in deep water
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well construction because water from this source is almost always free from
 

harmful organisms. The annular spaces around all casings must be tightly
 

sealed against the entrance cf contaminating surface waters. The responsi

bility for sealing the casing is normally the drilling Contractor's. No
 

firm depth and distance can be established for the locations of wells away
 

from contaminating sources because of variations such as type and amount of
 

contamination, the filtering factor of soils, temperatures and other con

ditions. A few minimum distances can be established however; there should
 

be at least 50 feet of iMjCrviouS clayey soil, or 100 feet of seripervious
 

silt, or sandy silt soil over the aquifer and wells should be located in
 

these two cases 
at least 250 fc-L away from any raw sewage surface-discharge
 

and upstream in the direction of subsurface flow. No distance criteria can
 

be established. where coarse-grained soils or creviced rock formations occur
 

because of potential contamination by piping. Each individual area should
 

be studied and mapped to determine all factors involved prior to siting
 

wells.
 

b. Testing for chemical cctent and physical composition should
 

be done during the early design phases of work at new projects, or expanding
 

facilities, in order that the necessary treatment, if any, can be designed
 

into the project and included in the plans and specifications for construction.
 

The water supply will, in general, meet the Drinking Water Standards of the
 

U.S. Publich Health Service (Bibliography reference No. 31). The following
 

table lists the physical and chemical limits for an acceptable water as
 

given in the Manual of the American Water Works Association and the U.S.
 

Public Health Service Drinking Water Standards. The A.W.W.A. standards are
 

furnished for information purposes only.
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Characteristic A.W.W.A. Std. U.S.P.H.S. Std.
 

(Corps Stds, modified) 

Turbidity not over 5 ppm 10 ppm (silica scale) 

Color not over 6 20 (,cobalt scale) 

Objectionable tase 
or odor none none
 

Hydrogen Sulp -ide 0.2 0.2
 

Lead not over 1.0 ppm 0.1 ppm
 

Flourides 1.5
 

Arsenic 0.05
 

Selenium - 0.05 

Copper 0.2 ppm 3.0
 

Chromium, hexavalent as Cr. 0.05
 

Iron & Manganese 0.3 0.3
 

Zinc 5.0 15.0
 

Magnesium 100.0 125.0
 

Chloride 250.0 250.0
 

Sulfate 250.0 250.0
 

Phenol 0.001
 

Total Solids 1,000.0 500.0
 

Total Hardness (as CaCO3 ) - 300.0
 

c. In general it will be necessary to obtain samples of water from
 

deep wells (more than 50 feet in depth) and shallow weils and have bacterial
 

content tests made. However, when wells arc constracted in areas known or 

suspected to be contaminated and laboratory facilities are available for
 

testing, samples should be obtained, the tes.ts made and Lhc information 

furnished to the Using Service a- part of the well completion and evaluation 

reports required by this Manual. Sampling and te-ting -hould be done in 

accordance with Bibliography reference No. 16, Part IV.
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d. Samples for chemical content and physical composition will
 

be taken in accordance with the information contained in Appendix 1,
 

"Rerommended Practice, Water Sampling." The instructions contianed therein
 

pertain to sampling water from permanently constructed wells. Test or pilot
 

holes should not be sampled for water analysis unless the aquifers can be
 

pumped for 2 or 3 hours or until stabilized flow can be obtained. The
 

results of physical and chemical tests on water samples will be reported.
 

e. 
The end purpose of all sampling, testing, filtering and
 

treating work is 
to see that the water supply for each facility is clear,
 

pleasant to the taste, of reasonable temperature, neither corrosive nor
 

scale-forming, free from minerals which would produce undesirable physio

logical effects and free from organisms capable of producing intestinal
 

infections.
 

f. Generally ground waters are clear, cold, colorless and harder
 

than the surface waters of the region in which they occur. 
 In limestone
 

(chemical) deposits, ground waters are very hard, tend to form deposits on
 

water pipes and are relatively noncorrosive. In igneous deposits and clastic
 

sediments derived therefrom, ground waters are soft, low in dissolved
 

minerals, relatively high in free carbon dioxide and are actively corrosive.
 

Ground water from wells is generally of uniform quality over long periods
 

of time. The temperature of ground water 20 to 50 feet below the surface
 

is usually the mean atmospheric temperature of the locality. Below 50 feet
 

the temperature increases about one degree Fahrenheit for each 60 feet in
 

depth. Ground water temperatures remain fairly constant throughout the year.
 

11. WELL RECORDS AND COMPLETION REPORT 

a. Evaluation and Completion Reports are required in making
 

designs of the permanent well pump, pump house, and related structures,
 

for obtaining the necessary treatment facilities as described in Paragraph 10,
 

WATER SAMPLES and for the information and guidance of the Using Service. The
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following suggested outline for the reports will be of assistance in
 

compiling and assembling information:
 

(1) Abstract or Summary.
 

(2) Introduction: Include purpose and scope of well-con

struction work, description of program, number of wells, quantity of water
 

required, etc.
 

(3) Description of Area and General Geology: location map
 

showing position of all wells, water-s&ed and streams; precipitation records;
 

factors that control hydrology of region, description of existing wells,
 

description of water-shed, features that may influence use of the well as
 

a completed structur,, access, topography, surface drainage.
 

(4) History of Construction of Well:: Include a narrative
 

description of the various phases of drilling, casing, arging, developing
 

and testing, with dates, names of drillers, helpers, and supervisors. A
 

summary prepared from the Daily Feports is one method that may be used to
 

present this information. Rate of drilling, diff.iculties, sampling and
 

materials analyzing methods, tests for align nent, tests for welding and
 

other details as to th. efficiency of consruction that will help evaluate
 

-
the job and provide informatiorn in 7,se trouh! hould occur with the well 

in the future. Complete data on hydrostatic rresures, as shown by sand

heaving in the casing, should be incluled in the report. The position of 

all aquifers, gradation analysis and bailing tesi:s should be described. 

The method used to locate and test cach watnr bearing horizon is valuable
 

information to record. Details as to the construction of all artificial

packed wells should be described, giving thn rrocadure for determining the 

gradation for the pack, gradation qf aqulfcr, .nA methol of placement of pack. 

(5) De itailA MoVt'ul: Log. to hn pcpr ud in a manner similar 

to that shown in Plate NJo. 2 and in io:idannc with Paragraph No. 5 and 

Appendix 4. Graphic logs are not required. 



(6) Pump Test Results: should be prepared in a manner
 

similar to that shown on Plate No. 3 and Paragraph 9 and Appendix 4. It
 

is good practice also to include with this part of the report a summary
 

sheet that lists all data pertinent to the well that has not been included
 

with materials log. For example, the amount of sand recovered in the surging
 

and developing work as compared with the calculated amount based on the
 

gradation analysis and screen-opening sizes. Calculations for the ultimate
 

and safe yields should be included in this part of the report. The recom

mended pumping :ate and depth for pump intake setting should also be
 

included here. Other information would be, variations in static-water
 

level, consideration of well loss and formation loss, radius of influence
 

and description of direction of flow, well boundaries, etc.
 

(7) Analysis of the Physical and Chemical Composition:
 

of the water with recommendations for the design of any water-treatment
 

facility that may be required.
 

(8) The Hydraulics of the Well: based on the pumping

tests and permeability results. Depending upon the amount and nature of
 

the information obtained during testing work, illustrations should be
 

prepared to show the information. For example, profiles or cross -sections
 

can be prepared where 
two or more wells (or hole-) have been drilled. Other
 

drawings and charts that should be prepared, if the information is obtainable
 

are: map showng the location of all wells and holes, geologic maps, draw

down and static-water level variations, hydraulic gradient and radiuc of
 

influence, geopn.rsical logs, gradation analysis curves, permeability
 

tests, distance-drawdown graph, time-drawdown graph, time-recovery,step

drawdown curves, hydrographs, drawdown-yield curves, efficiency curves,
 

and head-loss constants.
 

(9) Miscellaneous information: such as photographs or
 

drawings of drilling and testing equipment, aerial photographs of the surface
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drainage system and water shed, electric well logs, special problems such
 

as salt-water intrusion. artesian flows and surface sealing, references,
 

copies of pump testing records on other wells in the area, copies of speci

fications and other pertinent documents.
 

(iO) Operating Guidance For Using Service: to include a
 

description of the water supply distribution system and a summary of all
 

features of the system, including the wells, that may be potential sources
 

of trouble to the Using Service.
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WELL DRILLING OPERATIONS
 

DAILY SHIFT REPORT NO. 

PROJECT LOCATION 

COrPRACTOR_ COORDINATES OF WELL 

CONTRACT NO. ELEV. TOP OF GROUND 

WELL NO. DATE 

TYPE OF DRILL SHIFT 

Time Distribution - Hours 

SETTING UP SAMPLING 

DR ILLING DEVELOPING
 

CASING 
 PUMPING
 

REPAIRS OTHER 

Operations
 

SIZE OF HOLE SAMPLE NO. 
(Interval)


CASING SIZE DEPTH OF SAMPLE 

DEPTH - START OF SHIFT METHOD OF SAMPLING 

DEPTH - END OF SHIFT 
 CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIAL
 

STATIC-WATER LEVEL 

CHANGE IN WATER LEVEL 

TOP OF AQUIFER HYDROSTATIC PRESSJRE(SAND HEAVING) 

BOTTOM OF AQUIFER 

BAILING TEST
 

DEPTH OF HOLE BELOW CASING
 

Remarks (To be continued on reverse) 

Signatures:
 

Driller Ground-Water Engineer
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LOG OF MATERIALS PENETRATED
 

Well No ............................. Size of Hole ...........................
 

Surf. Elev......................... Aver. Uniformity Coefficient ............
 

Date Drilled ....................... Aver. Effective Size ....................
 

Date Sampled........................ Aver. Porosity ........................
 

(Describe method of Sampling)
 

...... .................. .. . Total Depth of Well.. ..... .........
 

Static Water Level............ Total No. of Samples ..................
 

Thickness of Aquifers .............. Hydrostatic Pressures ...................
 
(Depth to top and bottom) 

LOG
 

Depth Material *Gradation Summary 

Interval Thickness Size Opening Porosity 
(Feet) 

(1) 
(Feet) 

(2) 
Description 

(3) (4) 
(Percent) 

(5) 

*NOTE: When well is constructed in rock, this space should be used
 

to furnish information on the type of aquifer; such as joints, frac
tures, bedding planes, etc., and physical characteristics of the beds.
 
The construction of water wells in consolidated formations is generally much
 
simpler than in unconsolidated clastic sediments.
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PUMP - TESTING REPORT 

WELL No. 

Location: Coordinates . . . . . . . .
 

Surface Elev ... . . . ....... 


Depth of Well . . .. ...... .
 

Pump Size & Make . . . . . . ...... 


Driver ...... .................. 


Date Pumping Started ................ 


Date Pumping Finished .. ...
. . 

Pump Intake Setting. ......... 

Depth to Top of Screen ......... 

Size of Screen Opening(s) . .... . 

Length of Screen ... .............. 

Amount of Sand (ounces) 1st hr. of Pumping 

Amount of Sand (ounces) 2nd hr of Pumping 

Number & Location - Observation Wells 

Time Since Water Level 
Pumping 

Started - Stopped Readings 
(minutes) (1) (2) 

Static Water Level . . . . . . ... 

Rate of Pumping . . . . . .... 

Size of Weir (Orifice) ..........
 

Size of Eductor Pipe
 

Method of Measuring Water
 
Level ...................
 

Aver. Drawdown ... ..........
 

Time for Stabilization .......
 

Time for 90% Recovery. .......
 

Time for 100 Recovery ...
 

Remarks (such as quality of water, 

maximum drawdown, personnel) . . 

Specific capacity ............ 

............... . . 

. .................
 

. . ................
 

Drawdown Pumping Recovery
 

feet Rate(GPM) (feet)
 
(3) (4) (5) 

NOTE: Data from observation wells should be included in separate report.
 
Physical analysis results (color, odor, turbidity, temperature) and field
 
tests for free carbon dioxide and dissolved oxygen will be reported.
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PERCENT LOWERING (DRAWDOWN 

RELATION OF DRAWDON 12 ILL 
(ADAPTED FROM SUL 1243 - JOHNSON INC. 

EXPLANAT• 
F . ETI . % I.... NG (AT CNSTANT PUMPING RATE) 

* ALSO KNOWN AS STANDING _A 

2 ENTER TABLE (AXIS OF ABSCISSA) AND READ PERCENT RELATIVE i .. . ... io 	 -YIELD CAX(S OF OMDMATE), ARTESIAN. ... .. . .
 
OR (ONFINED GROUND WATER - WATER q;SES IN NON PUMPING WELL ABOV THE UPPER LIMIT OF AQI.AER 

3PROQU' _rON (G.P M AT CONSTANT P, %ING LEVEL I MAXIMUM POTENTIAL YIELD I(G PM I
% RELATIVE YIELD 	 (ALL OF THE WATER COLUMN) 

4 	 THE CAPACITY OF WELLS INCREASE IN DIRECT PROPORTION TO LENGTH OF SCREEN AND DEPTH TO 
WHICH THE WATER BEARING FORMATION IS PENETRATED. 

5 	 THE LOSS OF HEAD IN A WATER- BEARING FORdATION DECREASES AS THE VELOCITY THROUGH A 
SCREEN IS REDUCED By INCREASING ITS SLOT-OPENING AREA. FRICTIONAL LOSSES THROUGH A 
WELL SCREEN ARE ALSO REDU)CED BY INCREAS~ING THE AMOUNT OF SLOT-OPENING AREA. 
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ALTITUDE GA PUMP 
AIR PUMUM 

NO TES 
I -AIR LINE MUST BE ACCURATELY 

1/8"-I/4"AIR LINE MEASURED (L). 
(AIR - TIGHT) 

' 2 -AIR LINE MUST BE AIR - TIGHT
STATIC 
HEA WELL CASING 3 -AN ALTITUDE GAGE GRADUATED IN FEET 

SHOWS DIRECTLY THE AMOUNT OF SUB
a MERGENCE OF THE BOTTOM OF LINE 

PUMP COLUMN 4 -USE ELECTRIC SOUNDER TO CALl-

PUMPING BRATE GAGE AND FOR MICRO READING 
HEAD 58 (q4

D 5 -REFER TO PAGES 4ZAND 43 OF MED. 
DIV. MANUAL N9 7 
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i , .PUMP BOWLS 
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-T- -- INTAKE SCREEN 

AIR LINE INSTALLATION FOR 
MEASURING: 

STATIC WATER LEVEL, 
PUMPING LEVEL 

AND
 
DRAWDOWN
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M A T E R I A L 

Entrance and turbulent flow-losses that occur in pumping-wells, resulting in a lower water level 
in the well than outside the casing. 
In prcperly constructed and properly operated wells, the casing flow-friction (hc) and 

entrance friction (he) should be negligible. 
he -Entrance-friction loss related to effective radius of well and permeability of aquifer after 

development work. 

hc :Casing flow-friction loss while flowing to the pump bF EAE TU RE 8intake, 
hp Pump intake-friction loss. UMPING OFA 

P P PAWATER-WELL 
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RECOMENDED PRACTICE IN WATER SANPLING
 

APPENDIX ONE
 



RECOME FDED PRACTICE FOR WATER SAMPLING 

(The folliwing is taken from ASIA Standards, D 510-55T, D1129-55,
 

D1192-51T; "Methods for collection and Analysis of Water Samples,
 

U.S.G.S.W.S. 1454 and Examination of Water and Sewage," A.P.H.A. and
 

A.W.W.A., lth Edition).
 

1. Samples of water for testing must be takeu, by trained per

sonnel. Unless samples are representative and carefllj ta]., she test 

results can be erroneous and misleading. The field analysis section, and
 

all identifying entries in the Form, "Physical and Chemical Analysis of
 

Water," should be completed and copies of the Form furnished by the Con

tractor or USAID representative to the laboratory with the sample.
 

2. Water sampling in well construction work is normally done
 

for one of two purposes: tests for bacterial (sanitation and potability)
 

and tests for physica] and chemical determinations.
 

3. Bacteriological analysis is normally not required for deep
 

wells. When samples for bacteriological testing are taken, special
 

sterilized bottles should be obtained from the testing laboratory. The
 

cover and neck of the bottle must be covered with a square of wrapping
 

paper or other guard to protect against dust and handling. The Form,
 

"Bacteriological Examination of Water," should be completed by the Con

tractor or USAID representaive and submitted with samples: Chlorinated 

water supplies rhequire ,,eciai lsndling to neutralize chlorine residual in 

water. Biological changes occur rapidly. Therefore, tests should be made 

within one hour after collection, othmrwise the sample should be refrigerated. 

Bacterial tests made after -8 hours hve questionable value. 

4. Physica. and ch.mi.al. analysiw']] .. be made on water from all 

permanent watur we!Ls. Te p ,is I-_- 1', u,,c lempratui , color, 

turbidity, PH gasand (i,.n po.:,:i,) an'. odor shotid b,: .,_ rrmi ned at the 

well by the sampler .nd tl-,-information furnished to the, laboratory with the 
V ,q/ 

http:ch.mi.al


request for testing.
 

5. Sample containers for physical and chemical tests may consist
 

of any of the following approved types:
 

a. Ployethylene bottles, 1/2 gallon capacity (Note: This
 

is the preferred container, since it is unbreakable).
 

b. Chemically resistant 2-liter glass bottles (Pyrex or Jena)
 

with ground glass stoppers or tight-fitting rubber stoppers. Usually such
 

bottles are fitted within a special container, to guard against damage in
 

shipment.
 

c. Chemically resistant 4-iter glass bottles (Pyres or Jena)
 

with rubber stoppers, in carrying case.
 

Ordinary "soft glass" or soda lime bottles are not recommended, 

since appreciable amounts oW sodium will dissolve in natural waters. Such 

containers as glass jugs, fruit-jars, medicine bottles, etc., should not 

be used, since the resulting analyses are usually inaccurate. 

d. Stoppers, caps and plugs should be chosen to resist the
 

attack of water. Metal screw caps are a poor choice for any sample that
 

will cause them to corrode. Glass stoppers are unsatisfactory for strongly
 

alkaline liquids because of their tendency to stdck fast. Rubber stoppers
 

n.re excellent for alkaline liquids but very poor for organic solvents in
 

which they swell or ditintagrate.
 

u. Sample botsles must be carefully cleaned before each use. 

Glass bottles may be i in;nd with a ohromic acid cleaning mixture, made by 

adding onu liter of concen'rared HC, slowly, with stirring, to 35 ml 

saturaled seliun diphromate, or with an alkaline permanganate solution 

followed by an oxalin acid co!tion. Dodiumr dichromnate is extremely caustic 

and must be handled winth ,xtrrmn carn, preferably using protective gloves. 

Detergents or coacntralcd H>. acid can be "sod for wleaninE har! rubber 

and polyethylene Lotties. After having been Pl:aned, bottle must be 

rinsed at least thre" tim:. with tap water and then with distilled water. 
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Rinsing to be accomplished by half-filling the bottle and shaking vigorously
 

for 10-15 seconds and draining.
 

7. The bottle should be filled completely with sample-water from
 

the well, exercising caution not to contaminate the water by touching the
 

lip of the bottle to casing, etc. Polyethylene and hard rubber bottles
 

that will withstand some expansion and contraction should be sealed with
 

little or no air space left at the top of the sample. Eliminating air
 

space helps to retard oxidation and chemical change in the composition of
 

the water. Sample collected in pyrex or glass bottles must have a small
 

air space (about one inch below stopper) for expansion due to temperature
 

changes. One-half gallon sample sizes will be ample for routine physical
 

and chemical determinations. If special tests, such as boron, radium,
 

phenol and heavy metals are required, then two-one half gallon samples are
 

required.
 

8. The shorter the time elapsing between collection and physical
 

an chemical analysis of a sample, the more reliable will be the analytical
 

results. Under some conditions, analysis in the field is necessary to
 

secure accurate results because the composition of the water will change
 

before an analysis can be made in the laboratory. Determination of'
 

dissolved gases, e.recially oxygen, hydrogen sulfide, and carbon dioxide
 

whould be made at the well in order to be reasonably accurate. When time 

elapse between collection and testing for physical} and chemical properties
 

will ex-ceed 48 hours, particular care should be made to note on the Form 

for analysis of'water the ex!,.t -time of sampling and the amount of dissolved 

gases, iron pH, organic material and odors indicative of oxidizing elements. 

9. Samples for physical and chemical analyses should not be taker. 

until after completion of surging and dcveloping work. The preferred time 

to take record samples is during the yield and drawdown tests. The analysis 

from samples taken during the early stages. of pumping and compared with the 

analysis from samples taken just before completion of the yield and drawdown
 
A .... (,A2 



tests will often give an excellent picture of what chemical variation may 

be expected, if any, in the water from the well with future operations. 

Samples taken during the first few minutes of the yield and drawdown tests, 

particularly if the pump is operated at maximum capacity, will indicate the
 

successfulness of the surging and developing work. If sand in quantity,
 

continues with operation of the pump, the testing should be discontinued
 

and the faulty condilion correctea. Samples of water taken with a bailer 

or a bucket are generally of little or no value and are not recommended for 

accurate control samples on wnich the design of treatment facilities would
 

be based.
 

10. Every sample should be accompanied by a copy of the Form
 

for water analysis and bear the following information:
 

a. Sample Number
 

b. Name of' Sampler 

c. Date and time of sampling
 

d. Method of sampling
 

e. 	bocation of well with number and coordinates or surveyed
 
location
 

f. Odor, color, turbidity, temperature, depth of aquifer
 
and other pertinent phys-al. data 

g. 	Results of field tests made on the sample, (free C02 , hy
drogtr sulfide, iron, and dissolved oxygen), if 
pe rforme d 

h. 	Indicatc on the Form for water analysis whether a partial, 
complete, or special analysis is desired: 

Partial: Total- Dissovuwd Solids 
Sodium + Pota.sium 

Odor, Color and Turbidity 
Iron and MangarneS,<t 
Total. Hardnsev: 
Non-Cas orbot, Hardness 
Alkailiiity "or Acidity)
Ch lori V 

Sulfate 
Nitrate 
pH 
Specific: Conductance 
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Complete: 	 Odor, Color and 'Drbidity 
Total. Dissolved Solids 
Loss on Ignition
 

Iron and Manganese 
Sodium and P Lassim as Na 
Calcium as Ca
 
Magnesitum as Mg
 

Fluoride
 
Total Hardness
 
Alkalinity (Methyl-Orange)
 
Alkalinity 	(Phenolphthalein)
 
Non-Carbonate Hardness 
Carbonates as CO 
Bicarbonates as CO3 
Chlorides as Cl 
Sulfates as SO 4 

Nitrates as NO3 
Silica as SiO 2
 
pH
 
Specific Conductance
 

Special: Complete analysis plus any or all of the
 
following as requested: 

Boron
 
Heavy Metals (Lead, Arsenic, Copper, Etc.)
 
Phosphate
 
Bromide
 
Iodine
 
Chromium
 
Aluminum 
Oxygen-consumed 
Radium 
Phenolic compounds 

11. Samples should be shipped in containers, protected against 

breakage, and handled as e:'xpeditiously as: possible. If slow transit (exceeding
 

72 hour-) under unrefrigc:rate-1 :onditlon., i,,' ine only means of transport, 

samples will be tak,In as information orly, sir-ic the results will be approxi

nately correct; in particular, elative to the actusl water, the percentage of 

sodium will. b- high, total solids anl toltal hardness .low, alkalinity either 

high or low, etc. No means of computing hoc these effects will arise is avail

able, since they depencd on temperaui-, -:omps!-itlon of water, and biological 

activity. 	 The longer the- time betwee-n mra;1inC :nd analysis, the greater the 

inaccuracy. Complete analysi . should not, be r-,-que ted if shipment will require 

longer than 72 hours.
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PUIDE SPECIFICATION FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF
 

WATER WELLS AT
 

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE
 

SCHEDULE WELL NO. 

ITEM EST UNIT 
NO. DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT PRICE AMT 

1. 	Lump sum bid for all work in connec
tion with mobilization and demobili
zation of equipment and materials. Lump Sum
 

2. 	Cost for drilling and casing If
 

minimum diameter hole from surface
 
to any depth down to feet. "in. Ft.
 

3. 	Cost for drilling and casing if
 

minimum diameter hole from
 
feet to any depth down to feet. Lin. Ft.
 

4. 	Cost for drilling and casing "
 
minimum diameter hole from
 
feet to any depth down to feet. Lin. Ft.
 

5. 	Cost per lineal foot for fur
nishing well screen. Lin. Ft.
 

6. 	Cost per hour for setting screen 
and withdrawing casing to expose 
screen to aqi1ifer and for the work Hour $ 
involved in surging and developing
 
well to extract sand and form a
 
natural pack around the screen.
 

7. 	Cost per hour for making yield and 
drawdown tests. This is to include 
setting and removing pump by Con- Hour $ 
tractor, and will be paid for on the 
basis of hours that well is pumped. 

8. 	Cost per day (24 hours) for delays
 
incurred by Cbntractor standing by
 
at direction of Contracting Officer Days $
 
(Time to start after days).
 

TOTAL $ 
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The quantities listed in the Unit Price Schedule are only
 

estimates. The Contractor will. be required to complece the work specified
 

herein in accordance with the contract and at the contract price or prices,
 

whether it involves quantities greater or less than those given in the
 

Estimated Quantities.
 

NOTES:
 

a. Specifications must be modified. for rock" water-wells.
 

b. Special and General. condition paragraphs are to be added.
 

c. Additional pay items marked as "OPTIONAL TO THE CONTRACTINg 

OFFICER" can be included where it is suspected that artificial packed wells,
 

rock core-drilling, extraction of casing, additional sampling work, addi

tional surging and developing time and similar specialty items may be'
 

required, and will not result in undue hardship to the Contractor or
 

additional hidden costs to the U.S. Government. Paragraphs describing
 

these special phases of work should be included in the specifications.
 

d. A Unit Price Schedule is prepared for each well (either
 

exploratory or permanent) that is to be drilled. Identification of the well
 

is shown by both the Schedule and Well Number, for example, Schedule A,
 

Well No. 3TW; Schedule D, Well No. 4TW, etc.
 

e. Separate unit price items for 'Drilling' and for 'Casing'
 

should be established when it appears from the geology of the region, that
 

uncased holes can be drilled.
 

f. Projects involving many wells gometimes require the Contractor
 

to standby, or remain idle for the convenience of the Contracting Officer.
 

Unit Price Bid Item per day may be indluded for this contingency.
 

SCOPE: The work covered by this section of the specifications
 

consists of furnishing all plant, labor, equipment arnmaterials and per

forming all perations necessary to drill, sample and test a minimim of
 

and a maximum,of inches and a maximum depth of feet
 

each at the location shown on the accompanying drawing, in strIct accordance. 
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with these specifications, as, may be required by the Contracting Officer 

and subject to the t ,rims and conditions of the contract. The exact depth of' 

the wells will he diet-rmined by the Conracting Officer based on an analysis 

of the material sarples obtainei by the Contractor and quantities and quali

ties of water encounteref. it, is the intent of this contract to drill. wells 

to locate and test any and all subsurface waters that exist at the location 

of the wells showr, on. he ac-ompanying drawing. In the event suitable water 

supplies are a-ailab.e for deve,-loping, the Contractor will be directed in 

writing to proccel. with Lhe permanent water well construction work as 

described in thets specii icarion an-i required by the Contracting Officer. 

Every effort ,hr .1 be ma]i, t3 obtaii the raximum amount of' information and 

complete the drilling arid testing work covered by these specifications in 

the most expeditious and efficient manner possible using modern and approved 

methods. In the" ,,ent ,it'ble subsurface water suppl1s cannot be locate 

weL!.s an-1 ) Contractorin exploratory _- -cedulesthe may 

be directed by the ontra-tling Officer to drill or possibly 

vicinity at locations, to be selected by the ;o;tractingadditional holee ir the 

Officer. Depending uron the nature, thickness and location of the aquifer(s) 

encountered, the Co.tra-cor may he required to install a well screen in 

order to construct a per.eanrent water wel.l to industrial standards capable 

of efficiently and economically producing all potential subsurface waters. 

Artificial packed wells will. be designed and constructed in fine &and and 

silt aquifers only when 8r, per cent or more of' the total number of particJ.5s 

in water bearing t'ornationi ar, 0.250 millimeters or smaller in size and 

when the Contractors.-writw'-n proce iure for opera<tions has been approved 

in writing by the Contracting Ofticer. Upon completion of the drilling and 

testing work in each well_ the Contractor may be given permission by the ('on

tracting Officer to extract the casing at no cost to the U.S. Govprnment. 

Ownership of the casing extracted will revert to the Contractor in lieu of
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compensation, anI casing may be r2,sed in subsequent wells, provided' it 

meets the requireent> of' th.-se .peeificat.zons ansi is approvel for use 

by the Cotrac!.ing Cf:'iers represent.ativ., 

CETRmAL: The wells are to br -!rill-d in an area kqown to be 

underlain by 

(, -cripton of Subsurface cordition-) 

Samrples from ra,-h foot-of-depth in the aquifers sLall be carefully obtained 

by the Contractor in the welLs to be constru-t'i unde.r the terms of this 

contract. 2ased on Iaboratory gradation analy,-is of thr' samples, the C'on

tractor shal. furnish (exceptwhen J- an bject to the airection 

and approvae.l of the .act irg ... indus-rial w< 1 .- reens 'V'VIffi-_r, with 

shaped, :entinuous, s"-f- ... arnirsg nr ,t lot) openrngs of such length and 

inlet opening- as- wi t.. permit wi'hlrawa. of the erraourntaTi..l of water from 

each complpt-d wr1.I. fr:ee from -an! _nr:' , with the *.ighestof punipirg,gree 

efficiency obtainair j, heT r.tra-,or =h... <heu!.e his wo.-K so that the 

minimum amount of V:iay wi LL be iernco.Iering anj .irg wel.nn obtai 

screens. No aJ itiona.. aym:,.,t wi:l e aj Icae :irlays or st:rIby.-- of 

time incurre-i by the >otn.ractor in oriering ani receiving the well screens. 

*QUALIICATIONS O *. *]N:M.:c:: 

"The 2 onnractor haLl have yearz, previous experience as a 

water-well, drilling :o::.,ary in the ,onsriruct on of :.rge-yie.d water weils 

including fxpEr!ier.cfe 1-.-elting wel. i r.ee with :v --haped, wire-wound, 

self-clearing openi,gt:s a-i surging, sieveloplng anI pimr-testing natural. 

in-situ ai artificial-pa'ke, wells. The -ontractor shall enploy a 

minimum rf An:nrica, Jr U~,rr on -acsh dr! Each driller ;:hall 

*Paragraphs that may be included in the C.FNEPAL T.:c!\IS when drilling 
work is includled with other corstrutlon. 
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have had at Wean.t _ ,,r__r pr''inw, ,-xp-rler- at a rcsp:onsible level 

in drilling, -mpli g* -. rging, and jeveloping w;ork using the ;2ane :ethodz 

and techniques a.i i. . orit i tL'±,e, e21tiatlonz, an'1 utilzi.-ng 

standard cable too! (-r: ',. .on) irliirg eqi ment in the York Sutbequrnt 

to the opening o: M't-v anji for the p.urpo-e of ictr ring the resporsiility 

factor in select.ieg the lowest responsible hi :er, the Contracting Cffi.e

will (may) requirE nf any hilier the foikowir.g: 

(i) Evilence of previous exerie.ne as a we lhillirg pay In 

drilling test an! erra-:.-n< water wlls with tanarnJ cable tool ',per-u :ior:) 

equipment, in irt9ail.K.g V unapea., -.elf-ai-.eaning, wire-wouni weLl s :reen 

and in featur': of : and lopir.g to naturalall .girg .vt work onatruct 

packed water w, 1.Q.. 

(2) Na::- and addresses of American driler that will be 

employed on the 'or k with stainme Us as to thir qua!ifications and ,xprience 

record, incluling a li ting, with reference, f thp recent wel. ar which 

they were employu I in 'hy capacity of Driller. 'he ttatements ihna..so 

describe the sizr ai .cp'.h of v,-lL, the kind of wel Y:r..r. use!, ..thoo: 

.of development an Iit.,natn po..ontia yiN! is. as dSterminel Vy a -,', 

pumping test.
 

(3) 1M arni .aL:ription'of eq, i~m.en, that wi bp il'd in the 

work including tUP msarke, midel and ondition of -ardar cabl to! 

(percussion) Jril., .izo- an! wapa.P;/ of air' cor.pr,"uor:, teo;t-yamp-, 

welding machines an! all rtb-r f-q.ip'r., rrop .- si. TI, 1 1 ar - .rip on 

b, Lv rgfurnished will _. PY o- _:t.-::.ti cr to letermir.e the qua!.fi

cations and capabi, iy of the su.c,,itvacto. (o r e.lvmnt of prime ont, ra.to., 

to satisfactorily .: -omp.i-h %h, rxpioratory ani p'rman.n, ",00 -- weli :art 

struction work in . . .'ieifi:,oiior lra,-r, - :ortra-'. 

-ff1 

,o:..Wri :: ar ii 

() Date when Panh of the following item-s requirfd by th; Tc,.tMical. 

Prov ,ions Ta agrrU ,c K' -,.' _ "± *at o - "s-...." be 3:0 Mi, . 3 f o if ,O - an 
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approval of the Contracting Officer: progrwn a.i propo.- 'i work ;rogr

schedule, certification of' we ider:, method propc.,: frarA ::awpi irgto 

handling of samples, p'r,-t :.ting method to be uLel. surging tnci developing 

procedures and pLu:,ess and align-ment tting, and dctaiLl as to shifts, 

hours of work and other operatio,, data. 

LOCATIONI:
 

(i:scription of project and gf eral inforration sucr a 
accessibility, pr'evios work in 'he area, geology; hylrology). 

LOCAL CJ..! OH]S; _-e Contractor a 1.. _ hims!.f_hal!.1rearing 

all local.orcli... 'ng his work by pcr.onal ir.estigation. ThiZ 

investigation .:h-oc,_IJ isolude access to the working arela, terrain and 

weather con-li-,ior:; rr-uirements of military f:curity. Other information 

derived from ,:l'e*. togs, the Goverrnent. or i empoecsc shaLl not act to 

relieve the Conra.or of any rsponrIbi.y h,_.r'urer or' from ful :f4:ing. 

any and all of ti,- te: a- i r'equirem of hi. .ontra' . The 1o t at or 

acknowledgeo that he has -,a-isfied himself as to the character', qualiy),.y an. 

quantity of surface and subEurface matprial to te el-roun.terad: fofar a, thit 

information is reasonably ascertainable from ar inrczc:t 'on of the rite 

including all exoloratiorn work done by others as we>i as 4r.for r.t or p-, sent 

by the published !ogs an drawings. Any faill.re by *he ,,ortractor no asquai-.t 

himself with all available information will not relieve him from re -'ors bi L,y 

for estimating properly the difficulties or costs of sun essfuiy p'rforr.g 

the work.
 

PLUJMNESS AID ALIGNMENT: 

a. .,eneral: 'The well shalL be constructed with all. :aing 

set round, plumb and true to line. The well shall. not vary from the vertical. 

in excess of two-thiris the inside diameter of that par-, of *he wel being 

tested per 13C feet of depth. TTe plumbness and aligniment of ihe wel- :halL 

be corrected by the Contractor at his own expense anj should he fa! -,o -or'

such faulty alignment of the plumbness the Contracting Officer .may, refuse to 

accept the well.. :' 

http:faill.re
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b. Dscription of' Tests: Variations that would affect the 

operation of thu pumpi-g ir.ctailation will not be accepted, and therefore 

to demonstrate th omiance of his work with the rtquirements, the Con

tractcr shall furnish all lator, tools and equipment and make tests (select 

either example A or B) cs directed by the Contracting Officer, to prove the
 

plunibness and alig,_.ent of the well. 

Example A: 

A piece of pipe 1/2 inch smaller in diameter than the inside of 

the section of the well casing being tested and 40 feet in length shall be 

lowered into the casing, and it shall move freely throughout the entire 

length of the section of casing being tested when lowered and raised. 

Should th pipu not move true ly, proper corrections shall be made in the 

casing alignment until it.do!s move freely. At the Contractor's option, 

in lieu of th,. pipt_. ;u,tiorn her,2inbefore mentioned, a dummy may be used, 

a 4pindl. length spacedconsisting of' rigid 40 feet in with three rings, 

one at each und of lie dummy and one ring in the ceniter. The rings shall 

be truly cylindrical and !/ inch less in diameter than the casing. The 

central member of' the dummy7 shall be rigid so that it will maintain the 

alignment of the axis of the rings. The rings shall be 12 inches longer 

in length.
 

Example B:
 

Suspend a guide pulley from a tripod with the horizontal center
 

of the guide pllpy exactly 10 feet above the top of the well casing and
 

the vertical center of' the pulley located so that a plumb line suspended 

from the side of the pulley will come off the pulley exactly over the 

center of the top of' the well casing. A plumb ring or plummet is attached 

to the end of the plumb line. The plumb ring or plummet is a short cylinder
 

with outside diameter 1/4 inch smaller than the inside diameter of the well
 

casing. The plumb ring or plummet shall be heavy enough to keep the plumb
 

line tightly drawn and yet must be open so water can pass through it as it
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is lowered inside the well casing. The plumo line shall be attachi lo the 

exact center of the pim ring. The plumb ring (piumret) i" _ete into 

the well and a measur.ement 1- taken at the top of' the. w.11 ca .rig and. at 

each 10 foot interval: of the plumb line depth. At ea 10 fowt depth. if 

the plumb lirne remair:. t the exact center of the well ca.,ing, the w'el 

is plumb to the depth of the plumb rii:g (plummet), If te plumb ilne is 

not in the center at a given depth, then at tha- aepth the weli it out of 

plumb the distance the rl 'nb line varies from the well center, plus an 

equal distance for each 10 feet the plumb ring is belo., the -op of th 

casing. In wells requi-ring long pump columns readings taken mey te piotted 

on cross section paper preferably on E-W and N-S planes to determine p±ambr:es 

SAMPLES AM) RECORDS: The Contractor ShaI keep an aca recor 

of the location of the tor and bottom of each stratumi -r:e'rate- ar I hal.l 

save and deliver to the 'otracting r samtie a. ieet 3roue. _fOffic a )) 

material taken from every change in sediment -.-ada-ior, from potintial wate_,r

bearing formations. 71e sa.ple containe.'- to - rjur'.L,, Lv th" Yntract.or 

shall be heavy cotton. lags (at least 7 ounce oright) .,.approved eq.a i 

label designating the exact top and bottom depth m .r. withir, 0O.ifeet; 

at which the sariple was taken and a description of ho materiai and how it 

was collected shall bU.attached to the saple hag. Szr, lr-1,L, be tav.en 

with a sand-pump, similar and approved equal to 1, 4TS'o_ lMod D-Q, in a 

manner that results in little or no disturbanc-e to the aq.,4 f- r mater ia'. 
Samples diretly from rotary driliing wi.!. nro.t a- rt-aLI forbe 

sampling under the tt,rrr of the contract. An accu ral.c recor of the graft',

size and length of ,.he in.dividual pieces of car ing a, a1ernbl-ai and ii<t.le1 

--hall be kept ar the exact position of the casing shall. be mea--uri nil 

reported. The Contractor shall, submit a daily rep-ort on a form enti. led, 

Well DrillinE Ooporalionc: Dail.y Shift Report," spies of which will be 

-'urnished b r th. Co. rar tii g Officer. The report' .hah_. cover the weli 
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drilling operations, describing the drilling as easy, difficult, or what 

natureof the Material encountered,f,;" , 7
lever'type of drilling it may be, the 

thype work acompli sh#ed each day, including items such as depths drilled, 

casing set, amount of sand 'removed during surging and'developing work, the. 

water 	level in the well at the beginning and end of each shift, the depth at,
 

which 	 water was lost at any time during drilling and such p'irtinent data as 

is required by the fur.us:furnished by the Cont-1-ting Offlcer. 

DRILLING AND CASING: 

a. 	 Drilling: The well shall be pf tubular form. The Contractor 

method best suited to the kind and condition of materialshall 	elect the 

the most expeditious
encountered, for obtaining the results required in 

The method selected, however, shall obtain the information describedmanner. 


under Paragraph "Samples and Records," and locate any and all potential
 

aquifers. The use of drilling muds will not be permitted without the prior,
 

approval of the Contracting Officer. The Contractor shall have the necessary
 

that may"_---,
equipment andexperience to cope with any and all drilling problems 

arise; for example, he shall be able to bring under control and fully utilize 

and develop flowing (artesian) 'wells,"ase caving and/or heaving ground and 

case a straight hole in cobbley and bouldery soils.: The U.S. Government 

as to the lineal footage that will be directed to bemakes no guarantee 


wells or the total lineal footage that will
drilled in any of the 


ndrilled.
be 


b. asing: The Contractor shall furnish and install newtcasings,
 

with the exception of the provision for reusing casing as stated in
 

conforming to the requirements of the latest American Water Works Association
 

7> 	 inch casing shall have a minimum weight of
Specifications for pipe. 


pounds 	 per foot. The casing shall be cut off square and smooth at 

the height above existing grade directed by t-e Contracting Officer and
 

shall be icapped by tack-welding a 1/4' inch thick steel plate over che, top,
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all as approved by the Contracting Officer.
 

c. Joints: All well casing joints shall be made up tight, wih 

welded joints or threaded couplings from above g ourd surfac tottn- bottom 

of the well, so as to exclude all surface drainage an ground water nrot 

included in the well supply. 
Welded joint casing :h-aiL have one 4i55
 

degree, bevel-butt, joint-weld with 
3/32 inch roort opening and 1/8 i'ch
 

ieinforcing 
bead on outer side. Full penetratio. :hal! te o taired ar:i 

the welding shall be performed by a certif~ei we'Ijr in acrondanre with thf 

provisions of the American Welding Society Code. Wtiiing ioci shall mee th(,
 

requirements of the A.W.S. for welding of _-.
metal cornpocition representci 

by the casing furnished by the Contractor.
 

WELL SCREEN, SURGING AND DEVELOPING WORK: During the testing wo-k
 

the Contractor may be directed to furnish and install a wire-wound well 
screen
 

and surge, develop, and pump test the well(s) in 
order to obtain 5n a~curat,
 

measurement on the potential productivity of the aquifer (s). Sart.1es of .1,

aquifer to be screened will be submitted by the Contrac'tor 'n t _h'. 

Laboratory for gradation analysis and selection of' screen-se opeing,, 

Contracting Officer will furnish to the Contracto." (,-pon his written 
 cqu,>: t,. 

the results of the analysis and a recommendation for creen-,ize opening an. 

length. The size of the opening will be determined in acaot-danc,-ith the
 

effective size and uniformity coefficient of the 
sands found in thc vater

bearing strata. The Contractor shall furnish ar,' instaul :.f-: eaning,
 

non clogging, wire-wound well screen having horizontal, ;: :haepi cofltco. 

slot. (Include type metal, Everdur, Stainless steel, Tt. rreenThe 


shall be set by withdrawing the casing with an appro-ied lead paKer- dirigi 
d 

and recommended by the manufacturer of the screen. The scr(en wli' -e t,.h

drawn by the Contractor upon completion of each tes, weil and its a?_-.....
ptar 

by the U.S. Government and may be used, at the disrrtion of the 'ontractor 

and subject to the approval of the Contracting Officer in other t ,'wil 
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described heren . The vst well w'.' r.n will becom,' the property of the 

Contractor in the event the Co:tracting Officer determines the test -we!l 

to be nonproductive or otherwt_ conclude. not to pe rmancnt.ly use the test

well screen. The Contran:ncor Shall !.lid the well in such a way that the full 

yield of t- :ormnt catr be vr'n mit-ted into Q- well, free froo sand and 

without udue friction loss through nr well screen. The maximum iracticai 

may, daring the life of the rell. be drawn throughquantity of sch sand as 

the screen whren th well is runpecinuier maximum conditions of drawdown shall 

be extractea irom.tho well :1,e Cont.,actor may extract the sand by any 

approved me" ho p-roposes to use. ihe 0nrantor shall submit in writing 

(prior to the co.rcr,-n.emen.t of work) for the approval of the Contracting
 

e..ch well.
Officer, a i.:,,q vl-an on how he proposos to develop and test 

The Contra'tor shal" exrcise extreme care in the performance of his work 

in order to prpvenl.t the breakiown or caving-in of strata overlying that 

i, to b :drawn. Thne scroen shall htve no change offrom which the wat.r 

alignment t acn of it' points after intallat.ion. The Contoetor' shall 

develop and bail the well by ouch methods as may be approved by the Con

tracting Off'i't unvil tino water prmped from hhe well is free from sand 

and until th- turbiiity is les- than five (5) on the silica scale described 

in 'Standard Methodw of Water Analysis," American Publich Health Association 

and A.W.WA. rince it is impoossible to predict the number of hours that may 

be required to propcrl y feveop th, well, the rumber of hours given in the 

Unit Price Scheauie is an et imare onLy ans. the ac tual number of hours will 

a- Ireopment proceeds. Upon completion ofbe determncii by the result. 

developmn:nY -and ,x'sawion wtk, vh. w--11 hall La testc,! in accordance 

with the re.qcircrment. of those p,,cificationvc. Artificiul giaval (sand) 

packed weils shall no!. be Vignet and 'onctructo in aquifers where 2C per 

cent or rno:," of' the total. nuner of particle; is 0.25 millimeterq or 

coarser in size. When i, tho opinion of the >ontracling Officer, it is 

necessary to construct ar.ifii a! pakad .,'i1s in o ., i to obtain efficient
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au saf.J,"aetor:, w-i1 in, f':in,' r, , sand and silt aquifers, the Contractor 

shall subhnii ,i: ant of Contracting Officer uponfor apProval acceptance the 


his recsa ompl,' ;roram for 'onstrietio,'. of artificial packed wells
 

together with his proun-al. T i s additional work maj be made the subject of
 

a change order.
 

GROTING AND SEALINC: T e 'or,..racLor shall perform all drilling 

and casing wcr nder the terms of t,,s: sl", Lfica.Lions in such a manner 

that a t:ii seal is obtained betwe,-n the o,.uts,4iY' of the casing (the outside 

of the ovter 2asin< wyiere app]:i'abl) and natural, undisturbed ground. When 

the Conira r l .is dr_1i11nt, operations disturbs or otherwise breaks a 

pote.tial st'ai I.- drilli;:, ar, ov,r-size hoir', under-reaming, or other 

reason associa.rd wiLt sia;dard well. drillic,,, practices, then the Contractor 

shall seal :),p. mpn, a ,m-mt-:and-watr. (or oemrnt-water) mixture from 

the bottom or tnr iol(' ipward arow>1 the onthstl:r of the casing. Grout 

shall coi .sst of' loi rnore, than ').5 giios o!' wa.!,r per cubic foot of 

cemenl (or ie ;o' of' e: ani sand ii '"3] proportions). No grouting 

shall be permitted or attempted within 50 feet of a potential aquifer or an 

installed well screrr. No a.hi.:tiona,] pa,-,meit will be made for grouting dnd 

sealing work. 

Y:EL.D AND DRAWDrW1I,,: A',:-r each well has been completely constructed,
 

developed and cleaned oi, and !.. depth accurately measured, the Contractor 

shall not-',, the Contrae in,-rO;71.er to Lha: effect and then shall make all 

necessary arrangnm,--. .o,."!iig the final ,,ield and dy iwdown test.r (or 

I, made each 

the U.S. Gernmrnt unless .:.e Contracting Officer determines that sufficient 

InformaLIo:n cat- bre o'.tril d, ir.l 

Yield and drawdo,.n tests 1-.all in well prior to acceptance by 

pumping alternate wells. The Contractor 

shall -st all r.,:'essar, ,?cmts, compressors, plungers or other needed 

equiLmV n, and 1.. test w- ii as a].] by nmeth-iod approved by the Contracting 

Officer, to dctermirn Q.,e maxirmnn yield of water per foot of drawdown. The 

Cor.racorha I 'o adA):.l, f,,r.. main tain equipment of approved 
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size and tpii ri h .ox,
formesurngth flows of water such as weir box, >4 

water meter an~d an adr ldne complete with gage,, handpuip anid 'check valve '' 

.tomeasure the depth of' wator in the wel any time. he Cont'actor
 

al, submit -'n of wor), for the approval" 
 '"'4

of the Contracting Officer a,detailed plan on howhe proposes to develop
 

nd.. test cach wel, The yield at the beginning of' any test will not be con

sidered the true yield if' the water level is dropping. For estimating the
 

actual flow of waer the yield-shall be measured after the water level in 

the well has become practically stationary. Observations shall also be made 

of returning water levels after pumping has ceased. ''The estimated yield of 

-, t shall. be the average output in gallons per minute.the well rfl-termincl by 


when drawdown has ceased and stabilizaton of the water table has existed
 

for at least 22 continuous hours at the decision and directionof the Con

tracting officer. The Contrafctor shall furnish a pump with accessory equip

ment capable of p:-odut ing gallons per minute at a pump set ing and
 

lift from .....to After completion of: the final acceptance
_ fe,"i. 


test, the ConTractor shall remove any sand or other objectionable material 

that may have accuulated in the well during the, testing operations. The 

water pumped fro, the we i.1 y b5,disposed of in nearby drainage ditches or 

natural drains as approved by the Contracting Officer. It will be the responsi

bility of the Contractor to dispose of all water in a manner that will not 

create a hazard.t "to roads bLi.ildinjis or other property. Water shall be con

ducted far enough away from the well so that it will not be recirculated. 

PROTE.TON"0F Q'L'!Tf .OF WATER: The Contractor shall take such . .. . ' 

precautions'as are necessary or an may be required to permanently prevent
 

contaminated watr, or water having undesira le physical or chemical
 

charactcristics, the rilling the
ei-f'rm enlering, Liro-uhi opening made in 


well, or tli 9 , ra:urn frr,m wf-'ic he wol"l is to draw its supply. He shall
 

also take' llJ nu -'noarv preca,,ttiorns during the construction period -to
 

prevciL Uonaialolwaf,1ia ,ll~ etc., from entering the well either
 

____________ - 'A"'"'-"'2 ' '~' '- ~4-- end2ix,2_' 



through'riL Lw or se throuh 


L'C. weL I ,nr.(rT- (,;:qP. a,, :d or 


o. .? the ground sirf'ace . n the (.v,_n[ 

tiiat walr :., .:ie',. , iru,. _ ph o 

chemical c;nracL.. " cs, does ontor tl'- well, (I of. t.-


Confraci or, icL U1. his
,,al at ow! expense, pr'or, :: aor I, incltj, ,
 

rodr i.llintt ofl t._ w11., or suppl- such 
 tns, i nct age nt,
 

cr o,.er mpatcrial as sria., 1)( cesar,r to
jjn , ;1 K i c'o,"truIinnia o,, o"lirnio' to
 

s 11 off tcn '.1,.sirabI: wa
water. 

XPROIECTTON AND C.EAN-UP OF SUT.: T:,- C nor':.etor L at all
 

ines proL c nd t,,arenryc all materials, s' r I ite anr equipmen t of e- e.r
 

descrit io, ad all work ,rformued. All ir:'sonab,] r',qiieitV Lo- ro 

,racting Officer {.o ani lose 
or sepciall',,' protcct sh proferLsiiallbe
 

complI(_d W1ji, If, as d<-ermiacd b! tL. Co,...r-l.,,A:,:._ O , 'r,* . K,.
 

k'.i.n ,, s ippliVs and work per'ormed are n(o :. iuan,1' pro cc..d ., 1
 

Coa Lr,.o. r , r..r'porL, ria,' be prohocte:i 
 b . e Co v ri.e.n t aIC: ife 'os 

r' tot,0 .. Contractor orr ', " Or / 
: r M 'L11- pa, 7 2.[ in> 


o:i~rn. 'if .c. C(' 
.r. nr s, :-. 1 rotect all dd6nc: . - I, i...err ru .. ,-,, 

410,16-s, or o1.l ,.r iroperl.. durin- the pro r s o.il , work. Cs tI I ge., ir ii . 

or othe er]is n,,<1 noL be washLtd in to drains.-rtr,'t.rrr, it2.I -.. 

cloZ]- 1'. o1 'ira errj.,,r(2 I in a-in/ wa:-, . Upon complr:-.I o,- of the( vwil. anl- /: 

ai lt.A"be r% I I _a t,, Contractor shall rnmovo L. bai'- r,-nec: pu:mp-,. 

o ) .. o er aIPro.';eJ tilod, any sand, Stono, or o"e f'orein ml.- . If, 

mal become depos.Leod i, a, well, and shall IPave th- ru. rrouig re r> atr 

and read, for ion<. Ia I.ioi of pcrmanen L pump;it','. - i l &tf;pJ ri.er. 

structuros. 

*i SPE.U,'. O10: Ti.,, work wil.l bc conduc,[..t und'r tte genral il re'.1 o, 

(A' L c.u wiL ;*-,, Ci' (,.r' andCl is sub j,:ct L0 iic-ee iOn b;r Li op.oo rt ' r ,, 

water r L ,rrn'.;, sirict compliance wilt LW, te rmra of the con';Lt.:i 

xP rav-',LP1s t; .. - GENF-A, , C,'tN 'TD , 
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driiii r, tcsting11ric, al ining djv and work. No engineer is authorized 

to) ,cL,±rg any p.-lvi:ion of the contract without written authorization of the 

("o:-.:racting Offiec,.r, nor shall the presence or absence of an engineer relieve 

t, Contractor from any requirements of the contract. The period of time to 

,e spent in the(r'ging and developing and testing work will be determined 

ry the Contra ,ingOff'icer and will be based on the results of the work and 

recommendati.on- of .,-e _o:rtractor. 

*2,MB!1Z1ATON AND DEMOBILIZATION: 

a. The Contractor shall furnish all materials and equipment required
 

Io compete this contract. Tee transportation of' all material and equipment
 

from the point of origin to the jobsite and upon completion of the work, the
 

removal of all. ranerial and equipment not required in the construction shall 

be by and at thc: expense of the Contractor. 

b. One half (/2) of the contract price for the above mentioned
 

r:obilization and deobi lizat.on, exclusive of the cost for those materials 

to be paid for under any other item as shown on the Bid Schedule, shall be 

due and payable upon arrivml and commencement of work at the jobsite and the 

rera'nder shal 1 br_ due and payable at the completion of all work as required 

ur-ier the tens of this contract. 

OPTIONAL TESTIN WORK: Upon completion of drilling and testing 

work in wells and as specified hereinbefore the Contracting Officer 

may (at his disc-,r'tlon and option, based on the requirements for additional 

subsurface ir'ormatior:) direct the Contractor to drill, sample and toet 

and. posibly _ 1.dii.ional holes. The holes will be located and drilled 

strict complianoe with the requirements of this contract and specifications. 

Payment for any and all direct-d optional work will be made at the unit price 

In Sheiul an, . event will the number of such optionalar, ]I In ro 

XParagraphs that may be include d in GENERAL CONDITIONS 
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a. Item No. 1, Mobilization and Demobilization: Payment under. . 

this item will be at the contract lump sum price and include the costs for 

'transportation of all materials, equipment, and labor fr&a the point of 

origin to the job-site; and transportation between well sites, th~e erection 

anddismantling of equipment; overhead and any and al. delays incurred in. 

.,:. completing the work; the removal of all materials and equipment,not required 

!;- upon completion and acceptance of the wells and all other costs incurred by 

the Contractor in performing the work covered by these ,specifications or 

shown on the drawings and not included in Items 2 through _____- inclisive. 

b. Item 2: Payment under this iem will. be .at the contract unit 

-price per, linear foot and shall,be for the actual unit of footage drilled, 

- cased and accepted. The costs shall, include all equipment, material, and 

,laborrequired to complte the items of work as dIescribed or intended by 

these specifications and shown on the .drawings., The U.S. Governiment makes 

- no guarantee as to the lineal footage,that will 'be directed to be drilled 

in nof the wells or in the total'linee1l footage that will be drilled. . 

c. Item , and Item ___: Payment under this these) item(s) 

will be at d-v contract unit price per line.,, foot and shall. be for the acmaal 

- - -- -unit of footage drilled, cased, tested and r,.ccepted. The exact variation in 

the stratigraphic section of,,the area is not known and for thi"s reason the 

U.S. Governhent can make no guarantee as ito the ,,lneal footage. 

- ...- d., Item __.... Payment under this item,will be at, the contract unit 

price per linear foot .nd -will include all. fittings, for the actua.lsize and' 

length of screen,installed and accepractng Officer. The 

length, diameter, and screen opening sizewill be determined by the. Contracting 

Odon ttces aqui and the effectiye si'ze and 

f,formity coefficientof the sanlas and rave 'I the water bearing strata 
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c. Item : Payment under thi; it ,j w'. L be at the rontract 

unit price per hour fow all material, equipmtent, and labor to set screen(s); 

withdraw casing to expote screcn(s) to aqui.fr; 1,0rgro an.i dev,.lop well by 

approved methods to provide a stable gravl. pa.'k nrouni the screeil(s), an. 

to bring well to higrest possible productior: a,. , ed. in paragraph 

"Well Screen, Surging and Irvelopment Work." 

f. Item : Payment under thIs item will be at the contract 

unit price per hour for all material, qi~pnu). ail labor reqLirel to make 

yield and drawdown pumping tests as spe.,ilirc i ir..::.ipI ".:Iei and Drew

down," when, and as directed by the Coritra+.iriit Of'fio-1 . This unit Price 

item is to include th,! retting and removal of pUr : Ty Contra.!tor, and will 

be paid for on the basis of the number of' i,ur;: Gha w,..L ir ptinpei. 

clauseE t.o i .lei the showr 

above (a to f incl.) revi.ed for spe.ia.1, wtL].,-, . , 

Note: Additional payment will ht.i,, h-? I and ones 

j,.' roek-weJls,rtific.l

pack, etc. See notes on the Unit Prlc- Sohei.,. 
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GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS
 

Engineering Supervision of Water-Well Construction
 

General and Scope:
 

The U.S. Government intends to drill under the terms of another
 

contract test wells and permanent-producting water-wells at
 

, all in accordance with the
 

accompanying copy of' contract number and specifications titled
 

"Specifications for the Construction of Watei-Wells at
 

t" It is the purpose and intent of this 
con

tract to provide for expert engineering services during both the exploratory
 

drilling and permanent-producing well construction work. the Supervising
 

Engineer shall furnish the necessary and sufficient man-months of inspec

tion services as required by the Contracting Officer, described herein
 

and listed in the Unit Price Schedule. Without additional compensation,
 

the Supervising Engineer or any members of its organization in
 

when requested, shall consult and advise with the Contracting Officer on
 

any questions .hich may arise in connection with the work under this contract.
 

The work includes, but is not limited to, furnishing all technical equipment,
 

materials arid qualified personnel and performing all engineering services
 

necessary to accomplish the following:
 

a. Interpret the requirements of contract number and
 

snecifications _ entitled "Specifications for the Construction of Water-

Wells at " for the benefit of the well-drilling
 

Contractor and on behalf of the Contracting Officer.
 

b. Furnish at least qualified Ground-Water Engineer(s)
 

for inspection services at each well during all drilling, testing and
 

sampling operations.
 

c. Make all measurements, observations and recordings
 

necessary to determine exactly what items of work have been accomplished
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under the Unit Price Schedule for contract number and certify to
 

the Contracting Officer the exact quantities of work .hat were completed,
 

or partially completed in fulfillment of the requirements of the specifi

cations.
 

d. Order the performance of and obserie and report on all
 

evaluation tests, such as plumbness and alignment, welding, bailing, hydro

static-pressure, sand-extraction, yield and drawdown and other tests required
 

by the specifications and as may be necessary to certify to the acceptability
 

and successfulness of the drilling and well-construction work.
 

e. Establish, with the drilling constructor, the exact
 

polic:y and procedure for taking samples and collect, prepare, examine,
 

describe and classify all soil and rock materials, with particular attention
 

given to potential aquifer deposits. It shall be the Supervising Engineer's
 

responsibility to make the field and laboratory tests to accurately deter

mine the chemical and physical composition of the water from each aquifer.
 

f. Make the observation, tests, and measurements necessary
 

to prepare the well records and completio, reports required by "Water-Well
 

Construction Manual," dated November 1, 1964.
 

References:
 

The following documents of the U.S. Government pertain to the
 

work covered by this contract and are hereby made a part of the work and
 

contract.
 

a. Contract number .__ with specifications numbered
 

entitled "Specifications For the Construction of Water-Wells at
 

I!
 

b. Inspector's Manual for Water-Well Construction Work,
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Personnel to be Furnished by the Supervising Engineer:
 

The Ground-Water Engineers furnished for work under this contract
 

shall be graduate Ground-Water Geologists, Geological Engineers or Hydrolo

gical Engineers with at least five years of experience at a responsible level
 

in water-we.ll construction work. Graduate Civil and Mechanical Engineers
 

with equivalent training and experience may be employed on the work required
 

by the contract provided the Supervising Engineer submits for the approval
 

of the Contracting Officer certified records attesting to the competency
 

of' the individuals. The Supervising Engineer shall submit with the bidding
 

documents a written certificati-n covering the Engineers that he will use
 

in perfo-rr ing the work under h , contract. An3 * fails comply"dder who to 

with the provision of this paragraph and neglects to furnish written certi

fication of the qualifications and experience requirements listed above, his
 

bid will be considered non-responsive. The Supervising Engineer shall at
 

all times maintain a sufficient number of fully qualified personnel of the
 

categories specified in the Unit Price Schedule at the well sites to insure
 

full performance of this contract. 
All personnel of the Supervising Engineer
 

employed for the performance of this service shall be subject to approval of
 

the Contracting Officer. In addition, the: Cnrtrac ing Off'icer reserves the 

right to refuse to approve any proposed employee without explanation. 

Interpreting the We.l-Construction Specifications: 

The Suprvising Enginee-r shall thoroughly familiarize himself with 

the provisions of the ell-construction specifications referred to in para

graph above, including the requirements for sampling, testing, quality 

of work specified and thte, standards established for the completed well 

structure. Any questions or unresolved differences of opinion or fact 

between the constructior contractor ari th Sup -'vising Engineer on policies, 

operating procedure and/or suitability arid adequacy of' equipmont and/or 

materials will be resolved by the Contracting Officer. 
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The Supervising Engineer shall review all aspects of the drilling,
 

testing and sampling work with the well-construction contractor and assure
 

himself that the equipment and methods proposed by the contractor are satis

factory and capable of accomplishing the specified work.
 

The Supervising Engineer shall prepare monthly progress reports
 

for the information and use of the Contracting Officer, presenting the quality
 

and quantity of the work accomplished and data sufficient to certify payment
 

to the well-construction contractor. The reports shall bc forwarded to the
 

Contracting Officer not later than the 10th of the month fvr the preceeding
 

months work. The monthly progress reports are in addition to the well
 

records and evaluation and completion reports to be prepared and submitted
 

by the Supervising Engineer as required under the terms of this contract.
 

All reports shall be in the English language.
 

Making Measurcints, Observations and Recordings:
 

The Supervising Engineer shall furnish all labor, equipment and 

materials and perform all operations necessary to make the measurements, 

operations and recordings required by the Inspectors Manual referred to in 

paragraph _ above and as specified herein and as may otherwise be 

required to completely evaluate and report the well-construction work to 

be done under contract and referred to in paragraph above. 

All measurements, and observations shall be recorded and reported on forms 

similar to those given in the Inspector's Manual. The accuracy of measure

ments shall be cqua]. to or better than standards established in the 

Inspector's Manual. The log of aquifer samples shall be complete and include 

microscopic examination and laboratory tests. Every effort shall be made to 

determine, as closely as possible, the physical and chemical properties of 

the potential aquifers, furnish an interpretation of ;ubsurface samples in 

terms of sources of sedimentary materials and explain the conditions of 

transportation and deposition, all to help evaluate the ultimate potential 
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of the subsurface ground-water reservoir at the well sites. The Supervising
 

Engineer shall furnish and use equipmen such as the following: electrical
 

water-level measuring devices, slide, disk or block comparators for chemical
 

analysis of water samples in the field, binocular microscope, sieves and
 

balance for making grain-size distribution tests, porosity and permeability
 

(permeameters) testing equipment, fluorescein dye and fluoroscope for direct
 

measuremnt of ground-water velocity and similar other materials and equip

merit as may be required to fally and adequately measure and observe the well 

construction work. The Supervising Engineer may be required to make chemical
 

field tests on water samplcs for C02 and dissolved oxygen if water-bearing
 

formations are located and developed within fifty feet of the ground sur

face in any of the wells to be constructed under the terms of this contract.
 

The Supervising Engineer shall either have (or have ready access 
to) the 

necessary equipment and knowledge to perform chemical field tests for C02, 

dissolved oxygen, color, turbidity, odor, chlorides and iron on samples 

that he is required to collect under the terms of this contract. 

Evaluation and Completion Reports: 

Upon completion of drilling and testing work in each of the wells 

constructed under the terms of contract number ___, the Supervising
 

Engineer shall prepare, for the information and records of the Contracting
 

Officer, a comprehensive water-well evaluation and completion report. The 

report shall be submitted in one reproducible and copies and delivered 

to the Contracting OIfiZer within thirty (30) days after completion of the 

field work for eaci, well. In addition to the information required by para

graph eleven (11) of the Inspector's Manual referred to in paragraph 

above, the Supe rvising Engineer shall make recommendations as to the 

efficient pumping level for each well, the maximum safe pumping rate to 

protect the life of the well, information on any and all chemical treat

ment and filtering that may be required to obtain a potable water supply
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meeting health and safety standards, and detailed instructions for the 

operation and maintenance of the well to insi re maximum efficiency and 

satisfactory production. In cases where inadequate water supplies are 

located during the test drilling at the locations selected, it shall be the 

Supervising Engineer's responsibility to make the necessary hydrological and 

geological studies of the region and present, for the "nformation and guidance 

of the Contracting Officer, a full report on the water resources and potenti

alities with studied recommendations as to the nearst likely source or 

sources that should receive further investigation. 

NOTES:
 

() Payment paragraphs to be added. (Lump Sum Contracts)
 

(2) A full description of any special problems that are to be
 

expected,such as salt-water encroachment, rock-wells, low-yield wells,
 

artificial gravel pack wells, etc., should be presented in separage paragraphs.
 

(3) Personnel facilities (Government or otherwise) that can be
 

made available to Supervising Engineer, such as housing, meals, office space,
 

equipment, transportation, etc., should be listed.
 

(4) Since some of the bidders may be unfamiliar with conditions
 

Ln the region, a fuill ds.!_;cr~ption of th,_- woi.k>;g uivironmut, difficulties 

of transportation, availability of accomodations for personnel, access to 

communications, conmmefrcial testing fa'ilitiec, and the iike, should be 

included in a separat parau auL. 

(5) Copies of provifs investigations, drilling and studies can 

be either included with ,idcing docame:its or referenced in the specifications 

as to their availability for review in the USAID Mission. 
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UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE
 

FOR
 

Engineering Supervision of Water-Well Construction
 

ESTIMATED UNIT
 

ITEM DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE AMT
 

1 	 Cost for furnishing
 

qualified Ground Water
 
Engineers (number of months and cost per month)
 

2 *Lump sum bid for transporta
tion of Ground-Water
 

Engineers to job site and
 

return do
 

3 	 Cost for furnishing one quali
fied Engineer Assistant do
 

4 	 Cost for furnishing addi

tional qualified Ground-Water
 
Engineers do
 

(Optional Work)
 
5 	 Per Diem (Travel Expense
 

Account) bid per Engineer
 
per day 	 do
 

Total Bid Price
 

*Can be 	deleted and the following included in the specifications "all per

sonnel of the contractor employed for and actually engaged in performing
 

work under this contract are authorized transportation at U.3. Government
 

expense 	a. follows:
 

1. From the contractor's hcme office in 	 to the
 

work sites and return. 

2. Beu.:.cen the work sites, however, prior written approval of 

the rootracting Officer is required before travel is undertaken.
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GUIDES FOR INSPECTION OF WATER-WELL CONSTRUCTION:
 

1. Introduction: Test wells are drilled to obtain information
 

on the physical and hydraulic characteristics of underlying aquifer(s),
 

nature of confining strata, water levels and quality of the ground water.
 

From information gathered during test drilling operations, permanent water
 

wells can be properly engineered and constructed to meet the existing physical
 

conditions. Without reliable information that has been accurately inter

preted, drillers and ground-water engineers must work blindly. There follows
 

a list of some of the things to do, with suggestions for doing them, before
 

and during sampling and testing work. These Inspection Guides are for the
 

use of Government personnel assigned to water supply investigations and for
 

the guidance of technical personnel employed by A/E firms under contract with
 

the U.S. Government. Refer to Appendix 3, Engineering Supervision of Water-


Well Construction.
 

2. Before Drilling Work Starts: The location for each well should
 

be visited with the Contractor's drilling superintendent. The limits or real

estate clearance should be marked, the routes for an access road selected,
 

the storage area for equipment and materials chosen, and disposal stream or
 

pond for water during pump-testing located. Other similar items that will
 

help make proper and efficient use of the surface of the land at the well
 

site are to be pointed out to the drilling superintendent. It is best to
 

go over with the driller all phases of contract work before starting work
 

and resolve any items that may not be clearly understood. The Standard
 

Guide Specifications in well construction and ground water development work
 

specify certain actions to be taken and information to be exchanged between
 

the Contractor and Contracting Officer prior to starting work, or soon
 

thereafter. There follows a list of these actions:
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Description of Action 	 Action by
 

a. Date drilling work will start. Contractor 

b. Number of personnel to be employed 
project. 

on 

c. Key personnel by name, title and qualifivations, 

such as drilling superintendents, drillers, 
weliers, etc. 

i 

d. Complete list of drilling, testing and 

developing cquipment by make, model, 
,dpacity and condition. 

I 

e. Numbtr of rigs arid shifts per rig per day. " 

f. Plan of operation:s proposed for each pro
ject, par ttuLarly as it will affect the 
logging r samr ling work. 

g. Dtailed fla. Lhowing how the wells are 

be surged, de!vloped and sand removed 
from screen. 

to 

h. Detailed p1an showirg how the yield draw

dowr. pump teft for each wcl is to be made. 

i. Obtnin permission and location for storage 
of ma.eriaLs upon Government premises. 

j. Use of establishen roads or temporary roadways. 

k. Progress r n 
of each wek anJd 
fo.r tach wo].. 

. ist of w u ,. .. 

showing a:iual progress at end " 
sAhdlb.:t completion date 

ens 	to bu mt.ockpi led (whn this 
procedirp is usel) wn:.h de':ription su-h as
 
size operings, iiameter and length,; grade,
 
type and Kind of fittings and date screens
 
will be on job-sir. 

m. 	Saf,!y pragrar with rcords and reports.
 

n. 	 Furnish l.,al.or. for we:ils, obtain real estate Contracting 
clearance and water right, furnish inspection Officer 
and field direction by ground-water engineer, 
and provi- geohydr&o.Dgica data and guidance. 

o. 	Furnish plars, specificatiou,.n, interpretations 
for test-wpll 1 il.Ling and necesary guidance for 
well. location and permanent welL design. 
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The Supervising Engineer or Inspector should make sure that the
 

following listed operations are clearly understood by the contractor and
 

that proper steps will be taken to obtain desired results. (It will be
 

assumed that the qualifications of the contractor and his drillers have
 

been previously examined and apprcved).
 

a. Records: Obtain a supply of the Form for "Well Drilling
 

Operations" and go over the various entries with the driller. Normally
 

the inspector will fill out the report form in triplicate, with one copy
 

for the contractor. The report should be made out near the close of each
 

shift and signed by both the driller and the inspector. This is the only
 

official record to be kept by the Contracting Offiers' representative.
 

Personal note books and unsigned report forms are of little value in pre

paring the Completion and Evaluation Report.
 

All data pertinent to the contract work should be reported.
 

Other items of work are to be added as they occur or develop, for example:
 

depth of open hole below casing, record of casing sizes and lengths in
 

hole, use of any drilling muds, (types, amounts, losses in circulation,
 

etc.) and dispersing agents (polyphosphate), use of special tools or samplers,
 

rate of drilling, tests for plumbness and alignment, and pertinent well con

struction information. ''echnic-al information especially obtained for the
 

Completion Report, such as water-shed data, precipitation records, description
 

of existing wells, aerial photographs, topographic maps, etc., may be com

piled on separate sheets and attached to the Form on "Well Drilling Operations" 

as part of the permanent records. Copies of all basic information should be 

furnished to the Mission and AID/W. Basic geologic and hydrologic information
 

need not be attested to by signature of driller and inspector. The sub

division, "Time Distribution" on the From will be the basis for payment for 

Unit Bid Items on an hourly basis. This is one reason why the daily shift 

report must be approved by both parties to the Contract. The total hours 
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worked should be subdivided into the major operations listed on the basis
 

of the nearest one-half hour. It is normally impractical to keep track of
 

separate operations any closer than one-half hour because of repetition and
 

alternation in drilling work.
 

b. Sampling Procedure: The procedure proposed for sampling by 

the contractor to comply with the specifications should be discussed, item 

by item, with the drilling superintendent. The sand-pump is the key to 

good sampling and it should be carefully examined in the field and compared 

with the requirements of the specifications. Under no condition should 

samples for recocd purposes Le taken with a bailer. The piston on the 

sand-pmzp to be usco. for sampling should be checked to determine the con

dition of the ,..asher seals and the valve for releasing the material from 

the pump shoul.ll be. tested. Close sampling need not be considered until 

potential watfr-bearing materials are encountered. Three steps for 

sampling must be follow,:d: take precise measurements (on the drilling 

line) at the horizon where sampling is started, collect ALL material from 

the sand-pump, anid measure the bottom of sampling with the drill line after 

sampling. Examine at least one of the sample bags to be furnished by the 

contractor to see that it comFlies with the specifications and check to see 

if a label is a-tached to the bag. See that the contractor has a supply cf 

acceptable labels. As an averag,.,, at least twenty (20) bags should be on 

hand. for each hole before, dr4iling -tarts. The inspector should make 

arrangements to make, or have made, full gradation analysis. Hydrometer 

tests are nt:vr made, for aquifer soil classification. The inspector should 

have some kind of wooden-boxer, troughs or drums that samples can be emptied into 

directly from the sa d-pump. Sele-'t'd samples for laboratory gradation analysis 

can be taken from the boxes later, after the inspector has had a chance to 

examine and study the material at well site and select the record samples. 

Samples should never be put directly from the well into s'imple bags. 
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During drilling, and to a lesser extent in the sampling operations, finer
 

grained materials will be segregated and "float" on top of the material to
 

be sampled and coarser grained particles will lie beneath. It is not enough,
 

to take one sample load from each horizon; continuous sampling must be done
 

to get the true average gradation for each foot, 
as well as the change in
 

gradation throughout the aquifer. Frequently a larger screen opening size
 

cani be specified for- injsta:llation in that part of an aquifer which may con

sist of coarser material. 
To avoid loss of recovered material, considerable 

care must be ex.'er iSed in J .unping or emptying the sand-pump to prevent loss 

of finer graiid mat,_rlal. The details of and reasons for sampling should
 

be explaincd to the driller 
before work starts and his cooperation definitely 

obtained. Tl.e quantiti.,s 
 of silt and clay held in colloidal suspension in
 

the dril_,ing water and r.covered by the sand-pump must be closely accounted 

for. T.re is little purpose in drilling the hole unless good, representative 

soil sampler (including all f n( grained materiils) are obtained. For the 

purpose of visual identification, description of materials, and logging, 

the inspector shoula have in tht ficld at least: one No. 60 and one No. 16 

(or there(abouts) standard U.S. Sieves, (2-ompiete gradation r -alysis should 

be made later, prefferably in a Soil Laboratory), .small bottle of dilute 

hydrochloric acid, th,.;rorneer (for measuring temperature of water at casing 

head), 8 or' 10-power hand l knfe, plastic sample bottles-n, flan h light, 

for water, water-level indicator wiLt, extra battery and electrodes, 50 foot 

cloth tape, clip-board with supply of forms, litmus paper, bar of' soap for 

checking iiardn(-,s of wat.r in field, roils of adhesive and drafting tape, 

watch with -weel secc.ud hand, orifice and weir tables, conversion charts, 

10 foot ste-1 tape for ac-ura.ely measuring length of drilling cable, 

6 foot steel folding rule, and slit tar other items. After a little experience, 

each inspector will re able to add n:s own peirsonal time-saving gadgets that 

he has di;scovertd to make measuring and record-keeping easier. 
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c. Continuous accurate measurements: of hole depth, length(s)
 

of casing in hole and amount of hole below lowest casing should be planned
 

.,with the drilling superintendent before drilling work starts so the con

tractor can schedule his work to make these measurements. All measure

ments should be referenced to the same measuring point, a steel pin, or
 

two-inch wooden hub driven into the ground alimost flush, are the common.-, 

used refernnce onL.. The points should be located far enough away from 

the hole no not to be disturbed by drilling work. The elevation of the 

point should be determined. This is one feature of work where the Super

vising Engin.er taken 'Lhe initiative and informs the contractor exactly 

how the depth Of hol,, amouini of casing, screen settings, etc., are to 

be determined, with the Suyervising Engineer making or supervising the 

taking of measuremeits. Suggested procedures are: 

(i) First neasulf' the overall length of assembled drilling 

tools from top of rope socket to bottom of bit. This length will vary,
 

depending on component pieces and length of the particular bit used. The 

driller can be asked to inform the inspector when he changes bits, or tool

string length, bLut it is wise to practice to check this particular measurement 

whenever the tools are out of the hole and in the rack, or to mark in some 

way the individual components and record their measurements to a total
 

overall length is known without physically having to measure tie tool-string, 

When drilling jars are to be usCd in the tool-string an agreement must be 

made with the contractor on whether to measure with the jars open or closed.
 

(2) Th- cable length can be measured in advance, if the con

tractor so elects, by unspooling and marking 25 ft. and 50 ft. lengths with
 

paint (luminous painL is good for thi: purpose), or in some other way
 

permanently marking the cable. The cable length can also be measured (the
 

common method) by measuring the cable from the top of the mast to the top
 

of the casing, as the tools are lowered into or raised from the hole. One
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way to semi-permanently mark the cable is to wrap adhesive tape around the
 

cable, after first cleaning the section of cable to be marked to remove
 

grease and dirt.
 

(3) It is recommended that all casing delivered to the Job 

site, irrespective of sizes, be measured and permanently marked with paint, 

or marking crayon, to show a consecutive number and overall length of each 

piece. In thi: way he inspector can always check what casing has gone into 

the hole b; making an inventory of what is left on the ground. A record 

should be kp of Lhe length and number of each piece of casing placed in 

the hole. Measure nadn_.-up casing going into the hole from the bottom of 

uhe threads (on tLhreadud and coupled pipe) on the lower joint, this gives 

a definitive location for each measurement. The weld on welded-joint pipe 

makes a good line to measure from. 

(4) In shallow wells and some deep wells (more than 200 feet 

in depth) where it is necessary to shut off surface or shallow waters that 

are contaminated, it will be necessary to cement-in or in some cther way seal 

off upper waters. There are published standard procedures for doing this 

kind of work. The inspector should refer io AWWA Standard Specifications 

for Deep Wells, A100-52. The driller's plans for doing the sealing should 

be reviewed and approved prior to st.rting sealing work. Where there are 

impermabi layers (clay or plastic silts), the bottom of the outer casing 

can often be sealed into one of thurm. The layers should be at least 25 feet 

thick, :mpermuabL_ , and act as an effective seal both laterally and verti

cally. A good way to check the effectiveness of a potential well seal is 

to bail the hole frequently when drilling through the layers to measure 

just bow much water wil.l seep into thn hole. If possible leave the hole 

for seveiai hours and observe th, rate of rise in the water level. For a 

gEco seal there should be praitical.y r.o rise. No special provisions are 

included in the Guide Specifications for this feature of well construction 
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because it is considered to be a problem that must be solved in the field by
 

the drilling contractor and is directly related to the methods used in
 

drilling. For example, if the contractor drills an over-sized hole for con

venience in installing casing, or for some other reason, it is then his
 

responsibility to obtain a tight seal around the outside and bottom of the
 

outer casing. The Contracting Officer should always reserve the right to
 

approve th method the Contractor proposes to use. Where the producing 

aquifer is more Lhan 50 feet below ground surface there is little chance
 

for contamination from shallow waters if: (a) the casing is tight in the 

hole and 25 per cent or more of the overlying strata contains plastic silt 

or clay, and (b) the casing joints are tight, or (c) the contractor elects
 

to grout around the casing. No grouting should be permitted within 50 feet
 

of a well screen, or where there is a chance that grout may be carried to
 

the screen.
 

(5) The terms pipe and, casing are interchangeably used,
 

frequently incorrectly. The inspector should know the main difference
 

between the various kinds of pipe (standard, line, drive, extra heavy, and
 

A.P.I. American Petroleum Institute) and water-well casing. A.P.I. line pipe
 

is the most commonly used material for casing water wells drilled by the per

cussion tool. method at the present time. Pipe differs from casing in weight 

per foot, bevel of threads, wall thickness, inside and outside diameter, type 

of thread, and size and weight of couplings. In considering welded-joint 

casing for use in water wells, these factors make little or no difference. 

In considering threaded or coupled casing, they do make a difference. Because 

its ends do not butt when joints are tight and its threads are fine (except 

for API casing), casing is not generally considered acceptable for water wells. 

Experience has shown that when the taper end on pipe threads is
 

too small and when the ends of the pipe butt, or nerly butt in the coupling, 

the joint is much more apt to become loose during driving than where a
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greater taper is used and where there is sufficient clearance between the
 

ends of the pipe in the coupling so that the joints can be progressively
 

tightened as driving proceeds. If the trouble is experienced in making pipe.
 

joints tight, threaded ends can be cut off and either of two actions taken:
 

(a) bevel the ends and weld, or (b) turn out the coupling threads in a lathe
 

to provide slip couplings so that pipe ends will butt. A coupling should be
 

welded on end end of the pipe in such a way that half its length will extend
 

from the pipe end. For installing, the coupling is placed end up so that
 

when the pipe section has been drivea, the piece of pipe foloowing it can
 

be slipped into the top half of the coupling and welded into place with
 

pipe ends butting together.
 

3. After Drilling Work Starts: Inspectors assigned to well
 

drilling work Thould have a working knowledge of drills, equipment and
 

drilling methods. The inspector should never try to give the driller
 

instructions on how to operate equipment. The inspector should know enough
 

about drilling to be able to tell whether a certain operation will bring
 

about desired results or not. Hand books pr'epared by the Bucyrus-Erie Co.,
 

South Milwaukee, Wisconsin and the Star-Keystone Co., Beaver Falls, Penn.
 

are suggested as good references. It is necessary for the inspectors to
 

know about well drilling equipment and drilling operations in so far as
 

knowledge of these subjects will assist in the interpretation of subsurface
 

conditions, the design of permanent water wells, and the preparation of the
 

Completion and Evaluation Reports. The inspector can obtain a gocd deal of
 

information about the subsurface conditions by watching and recording the
 

rate of progress in drilling. Assuming a constant drilling effort, the
 

rate of holu progress is directly proportional to the hardness and strength
 

of tle beds penetrated. If thpre is need for subsurface data for foundation
 

design of some structure to be located in the vicintiy of the test, the
 

inspector should closely examine the materials recovered (to a depth of
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50 feet during the drilling operations and keep a record of the number of
 

drilling strokes per minute and the number of minutes required to drill an
 

,average foot per ten foot of hole depth. Normal drilling operations will
 

average 60 strokes per minute, with 22 inch stroke at the top of the hole,
 

decreasing to around 50 strokes in the first hundred feet of depth. The use
 

of standard drive sampling equipment can be considered if more than two
 

subsurface investigation holes are in the program. Refer to ASTM Specifi

cation Designation D1586058T, 'Penetration Test and Split Barrel Sampling."
 

In most instances it will be necessary to design a floor slab, pump base and
 

pumping station for every permanent well. The inspector should furnish the
 

following work: detailed stratigraphic log of hole to 50 fe'et showing the
 

changes in gradation (and moisture content if undisturbed samples can be
 

obtained) measured to a depth accuracy of 0.1 foot, depth water was first
 

encountered, static water level in hole, (when hole depth is at 50 feet),
 

rate of' rise of water in hole, presence of hydrostatic pressures (evidenced
 

by sand heaving, flowing well, gas, odors), plasticity (non-plastic, high
 

LL 50, medium LL35-50, low LL 35) and structural properties of the strata
 

that would influence design.
 

a. Drilling: There follows a few rules for the inspector in
 

guiding the drilling operations:
 

(2) In areas where holes have not been drilled, the first
 

hole should be considered as exploratory and drilled to the bottom of the
 

lowest aquifer. The final decision as to what is the "lowest aquifer" will
 

be made by the Supervising Engineer. In general the potential yield of an
 

aquifer is directly proportional to its thickness and the depth from static
 

water level to the bottom of the aquifer, other conditions being equal.
 

(2) Clay (or shale) beds more than 100 feet in thickness are
 

good indications that doper drilling will not be rewarding.
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(3) Sample below the casing whenever possible (open-hole
 

drilling) and never go more than three feet in fine-grained, or one foot in
 

coarse grained material without sampling. The selection of material for
 

laboratory gradations should depend upon variation in the size of the particles
 

with depth especially in the sizes between the No. 40 mesh sieve (o.4 mm)
 

and No. 80 mesh sieve (0.2 mm). It is very easy to seal off and go past
 

a potential water bearing horizon simply by carrying a plug of material
 

in the bottom of the casing. Measure the length of casing and depth of
 

hole frequently and look out for the possibility of by-passing aquifers.
 

(4) The easiest method for quickly testing the yield of a
 

potential horizon is by using a large dart-valve bailer. A few simple
 

preparations should be made before the actual test. The contractor should
 

furnish a trough to carry the water away from the drilling platform.
 

Measure and mark the static-water level (after determining the rate of rise).
 

Calculate the capacity of the bailer based on the following gallons per
 

lineal foor for: 

4" N.D. pipe - 0.66 7" N.D. pipe - 2.20 

5" N.D. pipe - 1.84 8" N.D. pipe - 2.66 

6" N.D. pipe - 1.50 10" N.D. pipe - 4.20 

Measure and record the number of bailers removed per period of time
 

in order to compute the yield in gallons per minute, and measure and record
 

the change in dynamic level of water in the well during the test. After
 

completion of tailing, observe, measure and record the rate of recovery.
 

Samples for chemical analysis should never be taken from the bailer and care
 

should b- exercised in drawing any conclusion concerning the quality of the
 

water during bail testing.
 

(6) Watch the way the bailer and tool-string go down the
 

hole. Any sticking, draging or bumping are indications that the hole is not
 

plumb or the inside of the welds in the casing are poor. The standard test
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given in the job specification should be made for holes less than 200 feet
 

in depth if there is any question of hole plumbness or alignment and at least
 

one test should be made in the lower one-half of the well in all wells over
 

200 feet. If the water table is deep, a flash light or mirror to reflect
 

the sun's light can be used to visually inspect alignment and the inside
 

of casing welds.
 

(7) Inspect each joint of casing before it is welded or
 

made-up. Observe the inside for bumps or protrusions that might prevent a
 

pump from being lowered into the well. Measure closely and record the wall
 

thickness and condition of each joint of pipe. For welded pipe, the welder
 

must either be certified by the American Welding Society, or otherwise
 

satisfy the requirements of the specifications by passing a welding test.
 

b. Sampling: The churn-drill is normally specified in test-well
 

drilling because of the precision in sampling that can be obtained. Rotary,
 

reverse-circulation and combination drills may be used under certain restric

ted condtions AFTER a test-hole has been drilled with the churn-drill. In
 

churn-drilling there is no contaminants from overlaying material because the
 

hole is (or should be) cased; muds and other potential contaminants are not
 

allowed to be used; the samples are a true representation of in-situ material
 

which can be physically and chemical tested; and immediate information can
 

be obtain d by bailing or pump-testing when the potential aquifer is exposed
 

druing drilling. It is not necessary to use electric logging, bore-hole
 

photography and other indirect methods with churn-drilling because the
 

natual, in-situ material can be recovered in sampling and then graded and
 

tested in the laboratory.
 

The material obtained by the driller from the sand pump should be
 

gathered in piles for each foot of depth. Samples that are obviously alike
 

can then be combined by the inspector, quartered and sacked for delivery to
 

the laboratory. The first step in logging and field-classifying is to
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closely estamate the total percentage (for each individual stratum) of
 

material smaller than the 200 mesh screen. A large part of' the fine
 

material will be lost in decanting the sample, left in the hole, held in
 

suspension in the drilling water or for some other reason not collected.
 

It is important to estimate as closely as possible the percentage of fines
 

present in the water-bearing beds by observing the water in the hole,
 

samples recovered, etc., during bailing operations. This estimate is
 

important in order to help determine the porosity of the aquifer and to
 

know something about the problems that will have to be faced in the surging
 

and developing work. For example, if the material is plastic and clings
 

to the gravel-sized particles a poor aquifer may be indicated and it will
 

take much more surging effort to remove the fines. The plasticity of fine
 

material is the key to many well-construction problems. The plasticity index
 

is inversely proportional to permeability.
 

c. Logging: A stratigraphic log of materials shall be prepared.
 

The description will include in order, the following items for each change
 

in gradation, or change in kind of material: anme or classification (based
 

on size) for alluvial (clastic) deposits, color (wet), plasticity, minerals,
 

grain shape and roundness, polish or etching on surface of grains, degree of
 

cementation or relative density, secondary material such as iron oxide or
 

manganese staining, organic material, and correlation with surface outcrops
 

(exposures) and logs of other wells in the region. Logging rock follows a
 

very similar pattern, but should also include (from core samples) the
 

thickness and description of layers, partings, fractures and other breaks
 

in the rock. The log should show whether the natural openings are open or
 

sealed. Attention should be given to evidence of shearing, chrushing or
 

faulting and degree of aliweiat on or weathering. The approximate amounts
 

of silt, clay and fine sand can be easily determined by placing a handful of
 

the sample in a bottle of water (a quarter milk bottle or a 1000 ml. cylinder
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jar) and note the comparative time for the various size materials to settle 

out. 

PARTICLE SETIFLEOENT RATES 

(For well rounded particles with specific gravity of 2.6 and quiet water at 500F.)
 

Size of Equivalent Settling rate Time to settle 
Particle Sieve Size (mm per sec) one foot 
(m) (US Std) (Seconds) 

0.84 	 20 87 3.5
 

0.59 	 30 62 5
 

o.42 	 40 44 7
 

0.25 	 60 26 10
 

o.18 	 80 18 16
 

0.074 	 200 5 6o
 

-- O.62 1.4xlO 4
 
0.02 


0.001 	 -- 0.0015 1.7xlO5 

The Inspector should make at least two US Standard sieve (No. 16 and No. 60
 

preferred) separations in the field for comparison of samples for combining
 

purposes. It is much easier to describe the minerals, grain shape and
 

roundness, etc. after making the sieve separations and removing the fines.
 

It is difficult to recover cobbles and coarse gravel with the sand pump in
 

10" or smaller diameter holes. If the driller breaks up the larger particles
 

with the drill bit, the size of the material covered will not be representative
 

of the natural size and gradation of material. The inspector should be on
 

the lookout for broken pieces of sand and gravel particles. When this
 

takes place experience and judgment must replace actual gradation analysis.
 

It is almost impossible to recover unbroken pieces of gravel larger than
 

three inches in size. This is not too important in sampling coarse grained
 

materials (cobbles or gravels) because the lo-gest screen size opening
 

normally used. is 0.250 inches (./4 inch opening). It is important, however,
 

in sampling coarse grained material to determine how much material, smaller
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in size than 0.250 inch is in the potential aquifer that will have to
 

be pulled through the openings during surging and developing work.
 

d. Water Samples: Tho chemical composition of minerals in
 

allu..ial deposits is one of the keys to the quality of ground waters.
 

Refer to U.S. Geclogical Survey Water-Supply Paper No. 1473 for a com

prehensive treatment on this subject. The inspector should include the
 

following information in the Log of Materials Penetrated, and on the Form
 

when sending water -amples to the laboratory for testing: temperature of
 

ground-water, presence of' gas, odor, color (after pumping long enough for
 

turbidity to reach a constant), color and amount of sediment on standing
 

open overnight, taste, hardness with soap, depth of water source. time of
 

sampling after completion of development work and similar information re

quired by the Form.
 

In general, the shorter the time that elapses between collection 

of a sample of water and its analysis, the more reliable will be the analytical 

results. For certain constituents and physical values, inmediate analysis 

in the field is required in order to obtain dependable results, because 

the composition of the sample may change before it arrives at the laboratory. 

It is impossible to state unequivocally how much time may be allowed to elapse 

between collection of a sample and its analysis; this depends upon the character 

of the sample, the particular analysis to be made, and the conditons of 

storage. Changes caused by the growth of organisms may be greatly retarded 

by keeping the sample in the dark and at a low temperature until it can be 

analyzed. The following maximum limits are suggested as reasonable for 

samples for physical and chemical analysis (after "Standard Methods for the 

Examination of Water and Waste Water, 11th Edition, APHA, AWWA and WPCF). 

Unpolluted waters .. ... ... . 72 hours 

Slightly polluted waters . . ... . 48 hours 

Polluted waters. .. ......... 12 hours 
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4. Well Development: This is the most important item of work in well
 

drilling. Proper development can make a poor well into a good one, and,lacking
 

pltper development, an otherwise excellent well may never be satisfactory. All
 

water wells in alluvial depos - 2equire developing to obtain full potential
 

yield and to eliminate damaging silt and sand. Velocities are higher and back

wash is stronger during development than will ever be experienced during service
 

operation of the permanent well. Any material not moved by developing veloci

ties will be stable under normal pumping operations. Theru are two well
 

development methods, by surge-block and by using compressed air. Both methods
 

provide a surging action to the water, moving it back and forth in the aquifer
 

and in doing so moving fine grained silt and sand into the screen. There
 

follows a summary of the more important rrules that apply to surging and
 

development work:
 

(a) Development work once started should not be stopped until
 

completed.
 

(b) Jars should not be used in the tool string when surging.
 

(c) One of the points often overlooked in rigging up the surge block
 

for development is the need for adequate weight in order to make the block drop
 

rapidly enough on the down-stroke. Considerable weight is required. The tighter
 

the surge block fits in the casing the greater the required weight to get the
 

proper action. From a practical standpoint, it is more important to have
 

enough weight to make the block drop at a good speed than it is to have the
 

block reallytight in thecasing. A loose surge block operated at the proper
 

speed will be much more effect4ve than a tight block which is operated slowly.
 

(d) The rubber belting discs (surge block should have at least two)
 

must fit tightly in the casing. Closely inspect the discs for wear each time
 

the surge block is removed from the hole. Running the block up and down in
 

the hole with worn-out discs serves little purpose.
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(e) Surging shouLd be done very slowly at first. After ten or
 

fifteen minutes of surging, the tools should be withdrawn and the amount of sand
 

pulled into the screen measured and removed by means of the sand pump. As the
 

sand pump is first lowered into the hole, it will invariably strike the lead
 

packer before it enters the screen. This point should be accurately marked on
 

the sand line and the pump lowered very slowly past this point in all further
 

work. The driller should be cautioned if he persists in dropping the pump (or
 

bailer) past the top of screen. The bottom of the screen should be accurately
 

measured and marked on the sand line. With these two control points, the lead
 

packer and bottom of screen, the exact amount of sand pulled into the screen
 

during each cycle of surging can be measured. The outside diameter of the sand
 

pump should be measured to be sure that it can easily clear the inside
 

diameter of the well screen.
 

(f) TIn2 inspector should keep an accurate record of the cycles of
 

surging and record: total time spent in each cycle, rate of surging (number
 

of strokes) per minute, feet of sand pulled into the screen each cycle
 

(information required to determine rate at which sand recovery dropped off
 

when plotted against time) and total cubic feet of Pand recovered during de

velopment work. A comparative estimate should be made, prior to starting
 

development work, of the cubic feet of sand that can and should be recovered.
 

An approximation may be made by computing the volume of fine material
 

(assuming 50% solid-volrume) in a circular cylinder having a diameter four
 

times the screen diameter and equal in length to the exposed screen. The 

average percentage of material smaller than the screen slot opening size is 

determined from the gradation analysis. The formula is: Volume (cubic feet)= 

K x length of screen in feet x % of material smaller in size than screen 

opening expressed as decimal x 0.50 (for pore-space reduction in volume)
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Screen Size: D (Nominal Diameter K (Constant) 

8" 8.5
 

10" 13.3
 

12" 19.1 

16", 34.0 

x (4 - D 
The constant K is from: 3.14 

The quantity of sand silt that should be recovered during surging and develop

ment from a normal 8 inch screened well in sandy material will range from one
 

cubic foot to three cubic feet per foot of exposed screen. With a little
 

experience the inspector will be able to closely estimate the quantity of 

material that should be recovered by development work. The material can be 

measured in the screen before removing, or can be measured by dumping the sand 

pump into a box of kn:wn volume and shaking the material to get maximum density, 

until a known volume is thu. obtained. The box can then be emptied and the 

process repeated until all sand is recovered and de elopment work completed. 

This serves two purposes: to accumulate material for measuring the developed
 

zone (lateral distance away from screen or developed envelope) and to be able
 

to closely examnine the particle sizes to te sure that material larger in size 

than the screen opening size is not being recovered. If material larger in 

size than the screen opening is pumped out of the screen, either the packer is 

not properly set or the screen han collapsed or otherwise failed. After 

successive periods of sorgir.g at set time intervals, the quantity of sand enter

ing the screen wile gradually become less. Surging time intervals should then
 

be lengthened, until no sand (less than one-half foot) is recovered during an 

entire hour of surging. The total time required to develop a well to a point 

where no sand enters after an hour of surging, varies with the formation, the 

diameter of the well and surging effort. Some small diameter wells in coarse 

grained materials may be developed in a few hours, while larger wells in finer 
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grai.ned iwterlaLs. may tcike datYs to brinig to a clear, stabilized state. 

(g) Developil-, with air: follow the same pattern of instruction as 

given above bot Adth the addition of pumping action. Airecan only be used where 

the depth of water over the top of the sc:een permits 50-70 percent submergence. 

There follows a list of air lift submergence and yield for best operating condi

tinrs:
 

Lift Submergence 
(f )(Fet) ( ) 

Lif. Starting 
Air 

Gallons 
Water 

Cubic feet 
of air per 

Pressure per cubic gallon of 
(lbs/sq.i ft. air water 

25 53 68 32 23 8.34 0.12 

50 93 65 35 0 4.35 0.23 

100 150 60 4o 65 2.70 0.37 

150 183 55 40 79 2.04 0.49
 

200 216 52 48 
 94 1.54 o.65 

250 240 49 51 104 1.21 0.83
 

300 
 266 47 53 115 0.96 1.04 

350 287 45 55 124 0.80 1.25 

O 302 43 57 130 0.69 1.45 

45o 326 42 58 141 o.61 1.65 

500 348 41 59 150 0.54 1.85
 

600 400 40 60 173 o.45 2.25 

700 448 39 61 194 0.39 2.55
 

There is little chance of over developing or sand-blocking a well using air.
 

Because of lirnitation.: in the 
,ize of pipe that can be used in air developing 

and pumping and the unourit of surging-effort that can be produced, air is 

normally only used to stait d.eveiopment work. The surge block or plunger can 

exert a much stronrer force nod will accordingly develop a much larger area 

around the screen,. Tbo ideal system is using both air and surge block, provided 

the requirements of submergence are met. 
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5. Pump Testing: Prior to acceptance by the inspector, all permanent water
 

wells will be evaluated by yield-drawdown and recovery tests to: (a) determine
 

relationship between pumping (dynamic) water level and yield, and rate of
 

recovery, (b) measure changes in physical and chemical properties of the ground
 

water during pump-test, and (c) measure the amount of sand and sediment raised.
 

The minimum capacity and head for the pump to be furnished by the contractor
 

for yield-drawdown tests is usually given in the job specifications. The
 

ability of pumping equipment to operate continuously (except for one or two
 

short shutdowns of' less than 5 to 10 minutes to add oil, make adjustments, etc.)
 

is important. Tests that have to be discontinued without reaching stabiliza

tion are of little value and can be misleading. There follows a check list of
 

some of the most important things to do before and during the pumping test.
 

(a) Verify that there is sufficient clearance for an electric
 

sounding device to be lowered into the well between the pump column and inside
 

of casing. A small diameter st,ing of pipe ( "-3/4") installed with the
 

pump column (in addition to the air line) will insure being able to get the
 

electrode down the well.
 

(b) Check the aepth of pump-intake setting proposed by contractor.
 

It should not be lower than five feet above the top of the uppermost screen and
 

must be submerged enough not to break suction at the pumping rate to be used.
 

(c) The water pumpec during the test must be disposed of so that
 

it cannot return to the aquifer and be repumped.
 

(d) The capacity of the pump is less important than the ability
 

of the pumping equipment to operate continuously for a long period of time at
 

a set, constant rate.
 

(e) It is the duty of the Contracting Officer to inform the con

tractor of the pumping-rates to use. change in pumping-rate to be made for the
 

step-drawdown stag-, and duration for the pump-test.
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[I) o:71 :1.,e,., t..-pump-test snou!sa :ot be stoppec until the 

following cbt2 n.iseedVo beel, obtained: (1) stabilized (a reasonable lowering 

rate) drawdc.n _i_-p-umqe well at constant pumping rate, (2) relative efficiency 

of the well as determined by a step-drawdown test, (3) comparative (with Theis' 

type curve) site, sh.ape, and rate of growth of the cone of depression around 

the pumped wel a.s measured in observation holes, (4) the degree of compliance 

with normal st,andards. 

g) Tnhe pumping rate should not be decreased because it results 

in local. recovery oserlappirg drawdown and creates a condition that cannot be 

inter pr.ted. 

(h) Akny one pumping rate should not vary throughuut by more
 

than five percent.
 

(i) The static water level must be accurately determined before 

starting the pup.tet.. If possible determine any small seasonal or diurnal 

trend 'vm-a.urlno the .r,_,l f'or several days prior to the test. This is 

e ,pecially appii-al.e to observation wells. 

(j) The waLer level before and after cyclic pumping (it used 

prior to a-ceptans' pu-,-testing as pant of the development work to try to raise 
the d-Trnamic - "m - Cae + li 

t e%,dai m t e fuly measured. Cyci pumping should be 

closely wathed a.i , c,in- if tl.re is an apr-c able lowering (two feet), 

until the -ause iz a-certained. 

(k) Measzure tne size c -!ific= plate, weir box, or what ever 

devic:e is furnished y <vor.cca to., tc .m-asure tre pumping -ate., and be sure 

that conversion tablesa:,- at hand fc- th. s.a,-d k.nd of device used. 

(.I) Ch- k the amourt of sad and sediment rased during the pump 

test. This can be done ty psi-uq g into a tank or tarre.l where settling will 

occur. Two barrels covru.e :ted tovethe- near th top will provide a simple way 

to colle,-t sand. The s-lime.nt in suspension {tusridity) an be judged by 
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casting a beam of light into the barrel. Field turbidity can be reported as
 

the maximum depth in inches that newspaper print can be read below the surface
 

of water using a two cell flash light. Turbidity of less than five is visi

bility to a depth of about three feet.
 

(m) Arrange to read drawdown (and recovery) levels every minute
 

for the first 15 minutes, every 5 minutes for the next one-half hour and at
 

half-hour intervals thereafter for the duration of each stage of the pumping
 

test. The rate of recovery will determine the spacing of readings after the
 

first hour. First stnge pumping should continue until stabilization, as
 

required by the specifications has been reached. The guide specifications
 

read, "The estimated yield of the well shall be determined by the average
 

output in gallonsper minute when drawdown has ceased and stabilization of the
 

water table has existed for at least 12 continuous hours ad directed by the
 

Contracting Officer". This may be considered to be not more than 0.2 foot
 

change in pumping level per any one hour period and no more than 0.5 foot 

lowering of pumping level in 12 hour3 of continuous pumping with all control 

measurements made with an accurately calibrated electrical sounding device 

and at least one measurement taken every hour during this time. 

(n) Determine what lowering will take place in the general water
 

table and what effects future pumping may have on nearby wells. Static-water
 

level should be determined in wells (deep and shallow) within a radius of one
 

mile (about) for a period of several. days prior to starting the pump test.
 

This is done to get the trend in the water level for the period of the pump

testing. Th- water level in the wells (observation) should be measured at
 

frequent interrals during the pump test. The duration of the pumping test
 

should be based, to some extent, upon the rate of lowering of the water level
 

in the observation wells. Inspectors assigned to well construction work are
 

not required to know the theory of ground-water hydraulics. Certain fundamentals
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are necessary so the inspector will understand and appreciate the measurements
 

and field operations outlined herein. The fundamental hydraulic principles
 

associated with a pumped well are: (a) water flows faster the closer it
 

approaches the well screen; (b) the yield of a well is directly proportional
 

to the drawdown as long as the flow of water in the aquifer to the well and
 

in the well is steady, laminar flow; (c) the shape and slope of the cone of
 

depression is directly related to the permeability of the deposits and the
 

pumping rate, (d) the drawdown within a given distance increases approximately
 

in proportion to the logarithm of the time since pumping began and decreases
 

in proportion to the logarithm of the distance from the well. 
Water wells are
 

separated into two categories depending upon the level of water in the hole.
 

If the water level rises noticeably above the top of the aquifer it is said
 

to be under 'artesian' conditions, or under 'pressure', or 'confined' by the
 

overlaying and underlying beds. If the water level is at, or only a few
 

feet above, the top of the water-bearing strata it is referred to as 'un

confined', or 'non-artesian', or 'water-table', or 'free-aquifer' conditions.
 

These terms are found in various publications on ground-water and hydraulics.
 

Plate No.8 shows the two conditions of water level as compared with aquifer
 

position. In each of the two categories of wells the water level indicates
 

the pressure head in the aquifer at the edge of the well for all elevations
 

below that water level. As a well is being pumped the static water level
 

is drawn downward, forming an inverted cone around the well. The cone of
 

drawdown in artesian aquifers grows at a rate 50 to 100 times as fast as it
 

does in unconfined aquifers. The relationship of drawdown to pumping rate
 

(yield,) is used to measure the effectiveness (evaluation) of well construction
 

and to determine how much water can be safely withdrawn without overpumping the
 

well. The relationship is used to check indirectly, the extent of surging
 

and developing work and to help determine the relative permeability of the
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water-bearing beds that the well taps. The ratio of drawdown to pumping rate
 

(yield) is not quite a direct proportion, except for the first few feet of
 

lowering, after which the drawdown increases more rapidly than the yield. This
 

is shown in Plate No.6. The maximum potential yield from a well is the draw

down from static low-water level to a point five feet above the top cf the
 

uppermost well screen. The distance of five feet is arbitrarily selected to
 

prevent drawing the water level. below the top of the screen which would expose
 

the aquifer and screen to oxidation and result in overpumping. Turbulence in
 

flow and movement of fine-grained material can also result from drawing the cone
 

of depression into the vell screen. The curves on Plate No.6 are used to
 

estimate the safe pumping level, usually taken as one-half the potential water
 

column. The estimated yield of a well is expressed in terms of gallons per
 

minute produced for each foot of drawdown based on the calculated maximum
 

potential yield. This way of expressing yield is referred to as the specific
 

capacity. This relationship, discharge/drawdown decreases with increasing
 

discharge and time and for this reason the relationship cai only be used for
 

estimating purposes end is most accurate when based on the calculated maximum
 

potential yieid basis (see Plate No.6). Drawdown is the difference between
 

the static and pumping-water (dynamic) levels, or the amount the water level
 

drops in the well during pumping. The total drawdown in a screened well
 

represents the sum of two elements of head loss. Refer to Plate 9. One of
 

these is the head loss associated with the well itself and is called the "well
 

loss". It includes the head loss caused by the well screen, the extra head
 

loss in the zine of higher velocities very close to the well and the head loss
 

inside the well as the water flows upward to the pump intake. The formation
 

head-loss is the larger of these two. It is the head that pushes the water
 

through the aquifer within the area of influene of the well. Except for the
 

zine very close to the well, the water moves slowly through the water bearing
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sand slowly enough to obey what is called the principle of laminar flow. This
 

means the absence of turbulence. By careful examination of the specific
 

capacity at various pumping rates the overall efficiency and whether the well
 

has been developed to the highest efficiency can be determined. This is the
 

principle behind the Step-Drawdown Testing Method shown on Plate No.10. Under
 

1&'minar flow conditions, water moves through a given type of aquifer at a
 

velocity directly p:roportional to head loss. If the head loss between any two
 

points is doubled, the velocity is doubled. The component, of the total draw

down represented by the formation head loss is directly proportioned to the
 

well yield.
 

The capacities of water-bearing materials to transmit water under a
 

hydraulic gradient and to yield water from storage when the water table or
 

artesian pressure declines, are generally expressed, respectively, in terms
 

of a coefficient of transmissibility and a coefficient of storage.
 

The quantity of water that will percolate through a given formation, is
 

directly proportional to the hydraulic gradient, the cross-sectional area, and
 

the permeability if the material. In most areas the hydraulic gradient can be
 

determined from contour maps of the water table or the piezometic surface,
 

and the cross-sectional area can be approximately ascertained from the logs 

of wells. The permeability of the water.bea:ring material, however, is usually 

more difficult to detcrmine. The step-drawdown method of testing wells (example 

given on Plate No.10) is used to determine the well-construction efficiency, 

condition of well and the most effective pumping rate. The step-drawdown 

method is based on a study of the variations that occu.r in the specific capacity. 

The actual test of the well using the step-drawlown method involves pumping it 

at three or foyer diffprent rates. The tect-t i.-started with a pumping rate 

about i/3 tihe capacity! of the pimp or well. This is held constant for three hours. 

The pumpirg rate is then ;uddenly stepped up to about 1/2 of the capacity and 
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again held constant for three hours. This procedure is repeated for the third
 

and fourth steps. Water level readings must be taken every five minutes for the
 

* first 30 minutes of each step and then every ten minutes for the duration of
 

each step-test. The pumping rate must be accurately controlled and the test
 

continuous from start to finish. If an observation well is available within a
 

reasonable distance from the pumped well, the vater level measurements in it
 

should be made at the same time intervals as in the pumped well. Drawdown
 

effect in observation wells can be analyzed in exactly the same way as in the
 

well being puiaped. An important 	detail in analyzing a step-drawdown test is
 

to cancel out the effect of time 	of pumping. Normally, the drawdown increases
 

slowly with time as a well is pumped. This change in drawdown is not related
 

to the condition of the well so its effect on the specific capacity at
 

different pumping rates has to be eliminated. The step-drawdown test shown
 

on Plate 10 can be analyzed as follows:
 

GFM Drawdown 	 Specific % decrease
 

Capacity
(each step) 


370 5.28 70.08 -

500 2.46 	 64.60 8.48 

700 3.60 	 61.73 4.65
 

880 3.50 	 59.30 4.1o
 

The specific capacity dropped from 70.08 GFM per foot of drawdown to 59.30 GPM
 

as the pumping rate was stepped up from 370 GPM to 880 GPM. This is a decrease
 

of 15.38 percent in specific capacity and is directly attributed to the well

loss element shown on Plate 9. Table 2 gives the gallons of water that can be
 

obtained per lineal foot of screen length without danger of inducing turbulent
 

flow or moving sand. These figures are conservative. By comparing the pumping
 

rate with this table and with the step-drawdown test results, a fairly good
 

appraisal of the well efficiency 	can be made. The permanent pumping rate should
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not exceed the capacity per foot given in Table 2, and the specific capacity
 

should not excedd 20% well-loss when the pumping rate is doubled. These are
 

comparable figures and must be interpreted in terms of elements such as the
 

type of well, intended usage, life _expectancy, number of wells in the field,
 

demand, safety factor, hydraulic features of area, and others. The calculatic
 

plotting of data and other phases of work required for the Well Completion
 

and Evaluation Report should be done by the Supervising Engineer. The inspect
 

i
is required to plan the pump-tests, make all measurements and observations and''.
 

report the field data in accordance with the requirements of this Manual.
 

6. Completion and Evaluation Reports:
 

Paragraph 11 of the Manual provides for a Completion and Evaluation
 

Report for each well, or well field. A determination should be made by the
 

Mission as to whether individual well reports, or combined report will be pre

pared. The final report will be assembled and distributed by the Mission. The
 

field inspector will plan all tests and make all observations and measurements
 

to obtain the basic field data for the Report. There follows a check-list of
 

the information to be furnished by the inspector. Refer also to Paragraph 11.
 

It will not be possible in many cases to supply all of the information listed
 

below and the inspector will often have to be satisfied with the data that
 

can be obtained.
 

a. A description of all wells within one mile, including logs, screen
 

data, history of construction, records of operation, pump-test records, qualit$
 

of water, etc.
 

b. Description of terrain and contributing watershed near the well
 

site from the standpoint of water reiharge and storage. Information such as
 

annual and monthly precipitation, type of soil cover, slope of ground in watershel
 

size of water watershed, relative relief, drainage density, mean annual runoffeti
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c. History of contract well construction. This can be best done by
 

summarizing the operations in a chronological order for each well. The informa

tion should come from the "Well Drilling Operations" forms. Any construftion
 

problems experienced that may affect the life or use of the well as an efficient
 

structure are to be included, items such as: alignment and plumbness tests,
 

,installation of well screens, settlement around casing, use of muds, detergents
 

or acid, etc.
 

d. Completed copies of the form, "Log of Materials Penetrated", shown
 

on Plage 2. (Graphic strip logs need not be prepared.)
 

e. Completed copies of the form, "Pump-Testing Report", shown on
 

Plate No.3. (Curves need not be plotted or calculations made.)
 

f. Physical test data on samples cf water, temperature, presence of
 

gas, color, odor, turbidity, etc.
 

g. Miscellaneous information such as, aerial photographs, copies of
 

topographic and real estate maps, geologic maps, soil maps, copies of reports
 

that contain related information, climatological records, etc.
 

/) tk
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